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Steering the EBU

From the Chairman                 by Jeremy Dhondy

click

link

NEW DIRECTORS

I’m pleased to announce that we have appointedtwo new directors to sit on the Board of the
EBU. They are Bev Godfrey from North East

England who is going to have clubs as her main
responsibility. She will work closely with our Club
Liaison Officer, Bev Purvis. Gillian Fawcett from
Devon is our second appointment and she will take
responsibility for internationals and sponsorship.
Pictures and biographical detail can be found on
www.ebu.co.uk/biographies/ebu. Their initial
appointments will last until the AGM in November.

NEW DATA REGULATIONS AND SURVEY

At the end of May a new General Data Protection
Regulation comes into force. It doesn’t sound all
that thrilling from the title, and it isn’t, but it is quite
far-reaching and gives new responsibilities to the
EBU, clubs and counties. All organisations need to
reach more demanding standards regarding the
personal data that you supply. Gordon Rainsford,
our General Manager, has done a lot of work on this
topic and to keep you all up-to-date there is a letter
on page 3. Those of you who have registered email
addresses with us will also have been sent an email.
Members for whom we don’t hold an email address
will be contacted by post. That’s relatively
expensive – so if your membership record does not
contain an email address and you have one then an
update to your membership record would be
welcome.

We want to collect information about satisfaction
levels with the EBU and there is a members survey
on page 9 that we would like your help with.
Responses will help determine what we should aim
to do in the coming months and years and on that
topic later this year we will present our strategy for
the next five year period.

THANK YOU
I think this is a good moment to thank the

sponsors, counties, clubs and individuals who have

donated to help our juniors go to China in August
for the Junior World Championships. Your help is
much appreciated and anyone else willing to join in
can see detail on pages 58-59. The website also
records contributors unless they have asked to
remain anonymous.

REALLY EASY
We have used the ‘Really Easy’ brand for some

time. It’s designed to attract those who don’t feel
ready for a full-on tournament quite yet. Some
events such as the Really Easy Congresses have been
successful but the Really Easy afternoon at some
congresses and clubs have been struggling so we
think it is time for a change and are introducing
some ‘Jack High’ events. These mean what they say
and  are aimed at club players who are interested in
taking the first steps into congress bridge but who
may have found it daunting to jump straight into a
major congress event.  To qualify you must be a Jack
or below at the time of entry. The events will also be
a little shorter than main events and the first one is
coming up soon on Bank Holiday Monday of the
Easter weekend. There is detail on page 32. If you
can’t make this one there will be other similar events
during the year.

AWARDS & GRANTS
Each year we like to acknowledge the very

significant contribution made by volunteers and
coming up are our two main teaching awards. They
are the Alec Salisbury Award for the schoolteacher
who has contributed most to the promotion of the
game and also the Tom Bradley Award given to a
non-school teacher for services to the teaching of
bridge in England. Details of how to nominate
teachers can be found on  Page 11.

Over the last couple of years 20 or more clubs
have benefited from an EBU grant and I am pleased
to announce that this scheme will be renewed for a
third year. You can see full detail on page 55.  r

http://www.ebu.co.uk/biographies/jeremy-dhondy
http://www.ebu.co.uk/biographies/ebu
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Last issue we started looking at opener’s
second bid in an uncontested auction: their
rebid. After you have opened and partner has

responded, it’s useful to give them some more
information about your hand so that you can get to
the right strain (trump suit or no trumps) and the
right level (partscore, game or slam). We said that if
you have four card support for responder’s major or
a relatively weak opening hand with three card
support you should usually tell partner about this as
your priority, as this will get you into the right strain
and tell partner roughly what your side’s combined
assets are in terms of points.

This issue I’d like to look at one of opener’s other
options: rebidding no trumps. This won’t always tell
partner which strain you belong in but does quickly
let partner judge whether your side has enough
points for game (usually 25 if both hands are
balanced).

We’ve already looked at how a 1NT opening
shows a balanced hand with 12-14 points in Acol.
With a stronger balanced hand you have to start by
opening one of a suit. Having done this, your next
bid will usually be no trumps, telling partner that
you are balanced but had too many points to open
1NT. If you are balanced and open one of a suit you
should have 15-19 points. This is a quite a wide
range so it is usually split into two possible rebids.

Let’s start by assuming that partner has
responded at the one level. There are three levels
that you could bid no trumps at: 1NT, 2NT or 3NT.
Lots of books like to split your 15-19 range into
three and bid 1NT, 2NT or 3NT depending on how
strong you are. I really dislike this because it
involves rebidding 2NT on 17, which can easily get
you too high, and rebidding 3NT on 19, which
leaves partner guessing whether they should move
you back to their five card major (you could still
have three of them). It also makes slam auctions

very tough when you rebid 3NT (what is partner
supposed to do with a slam going hand that wants
to play in a suit?). Instead, I advocate just having
two possible rebids with balanced hands.

PARTNER REPLIES AT THE 1-LEVEL

1x-1y, 1NT shows 15-17 points. Over your 1NT
rebid partner might do one of these things: 

D Pass

D Bid two of their suit to play

D Bid 2NT invitational (‘please bid 3NT if you have
16 or 17 but pass with most 15s’)

D Bid three of their suit to show five cards in it and
a game forcing hand. 

D Bid a game of their choice

1x-1y, 2NT shows 18-19 points. Partner will
almost always want to play in game so all of their
bids now are natural and game-forcing. If partner
bids a minor you can then show 3-card support for
their major, if you hold it.

Partner might have responded at the two level,
showing enough for game opposite a balanced 15-
16 count. Your rebids are exactly the same as before,
just shifted up one level. Note that partner is not
allowed to pass your 2NT rebid: they’ve promised
that they can play in game if you are balanced.

PARTNER CHANGES SUIT AT THE 2-LEVEL
D 1x-2y, 2NT shows 15-17

D 1x-2y, 3NT shows 18-19

If partner could not bid their suit at the one level
and was too weak to bid it at the two level they will
have responded 1NT. This shows 5-8 or a bad 9. If
you have 15-16 points you should just pass. It is
important to realise that responding in a new suit at
the two level says I have enough for game opposite 15-
16 balanced and, thus, that responding 1NT says I do
not have enough for game opposite 15-16 balanced.

Opener’s rebid 2 – Rebidding no trumps

ACOLytes - Know the Basics        by Sarah Bell

click

link

http://www.ebu.co.uk/biographies/sarah-bell
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With 17 or more points you might have a game
on but, with ‘only’ 17 or 18, you can’t be sure. Rebid
2NT with 17-18 and go straight to 3NT with 19.

People often find it a bit painful to memorise
ranges for bids like these. The key is to look at your
hand and think should we be in game: yes, no or
maybe? If the answer is no you should probably
pass, if it’s yes you should bid it or make a forcing
bid and if maybe, you should consult your partner.

See if you can bid these hands:

Hand 1 Hand 2
´ K Q 4 3 ´ Q J 5 
™ J 6 ™ Q 7 6 5
t A J 9 t K J 8
® A Q J 7 ® A K 4

1´-1NT-? 1™-1NT-?

Hand 3
´ A 9 8 3
™ K 7 3
t A K J 
® K J 6

1´-2®-?

Hand 4 Hand 5
´ K 4 ´ K J 4 3
™ K Q 7 ™ A Q 7 4
t A K J 10 5 t Q J 10
® Q 8 5 ® K 7

1t-1™-? 1™-1´-?

Hand 1 – Bid 2NT to show 17-18 points. If partner
passes they’ll have a bad hand and you won’t have
missed out.

Hand 2 – Pass. You have 16 points and partner has,
at best, a dodgy 9 count. It is possible that you
will make a game but not likely. If you bid 2NT
and partner has a minimum you will be too high.

Hand 3 – Bid 3NT, showing 18-19 points.

Hand 4 – Bid 2NT, showing 18-19 points. Do not
support partner’s hearts: they will think you have
four of them. If they have five, they will bid a
minor now and then you can bid 3™.

Hand 5 – This is a trap! You should bid 3´, showing
15-17 points and four spades. If you rebid NT
you will miss your spade fit if partner passes. r 

The content of ACOLytes may occasionally differ
from Bridge for All teaching materials produced by
EBED, and the author may make some changes
according to personal teaching style. Bridge for All
teaching and practice books can be purchased from
www.ebu.co.uk/shop/bridge-books

Bridge for All & ACOLytes

MEMBERS’ SURVEY

For postal respondents, please
indicate on a scale of 1 to 5, where
1 = strongly disagree,  and
5 = strongly agree

Q1 I am happy to be a member of
the EBU.

Q2 Membership of the EBU
represents good value for
money.

Q3 The EBU as an organisation is
becoming more responsive to
the needs of its members.

Q4 The EBU is acting in the best
interests of the future of
bridge in England.

All members are invited to complete a
brief survey to help us get an overview of
the general feeling towards the EBU as an
organisation.

Its intention is two-fold:

D to give a picture of the current
sentiment of the membership, for us to
keep in mind as we try to improve;

D to give a base line against which we can
judge whether improvements have been
made in the next few years – the survey
will be repeated in a few years' time to
give a method of comparison.

If possible please complete the survey
online at www.ebu.co.uk/survey-2018

If you wish to submit your answers by
post, please send them to our Aylesbury
offices:

English Bridge Union
Broadfields
Bicester Road
Aylesbury
HP19 8AZ

click

link

http://www.ebu.co.uk/survey-2018
http://www.ebu.co.uk/shop/bridge-books
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                           ´  10 6 3 2
                           ™  Q J 10
                           t K 9
                           ® A K 3 2
     ´   4                                    ´  Q 9 7 5
     ™   7 6 5 2                            ™  A 4 3
     t  Q J 10 6 3                       t  A 7 5 2
 ®  9 7 4                              ®  J 10

                           ´  A K J 8
                           ™  K 9 8
                           t 8 4
                           ® Q 8 6 5

N
W      E

S

This article continues the theme of how to
handle common suit combinations. 

The trump suit in the example deal today is
frequently misplayed. You arrive in 4´ after a
Stayman sequence and West leads the tQ. That’s
annoying, because it tells you immediately that you
have two diamond losers. What is your Count and
Plan. How might you make your game contract?

one is not relevant) and play ace and another heart.
What next? 

Some players would take the second heart on
table and lead the ´10, intending to finesse. Others
would take the ™K, cash a top spade, cross to
dummy with a club and lead a spade to the jack.
Both of these lines of play are subtly wrong – can
you see why?

Let’s look at the play of leading the ´10 on the
first round of the suit, intending to run it. That
works in most cases when East holds the queen, but
not if it is singleton. Now West’s ´9 x x x would
score a trick. This line would also fail if West started
with a singleton queen. Neither of these
distributions is all that likely, but they are certainly
possible.

So it is certainly the right play to take the ™K at
trick four and lay down a top spade. Should the ´Q
fall then the rest is a simple mopping-up-and-
scoring operation. If, on the other hand, all follow
small (as is most likely) then you should cross to a
top club and lead the ´10, certainly not a low spade,
on the second round of the suit.

What’s the difference between leading the ten on
the second round and leading a low card on the
second round? Ah! What if spades are 4-1? In that
case, East would have ´Q 9 x x and you could still
pick them up, with two finesses in the same suit.
Consider a possible full deal:

Suit combinations - Part 2

Basic Cardplay    
click

link

        
´  10 6 3 2

        ™  Q J 10
        t  K 9
        ®  A K 3 2
                                
                                 
                             

         
        ´  A K J 8          
        ™  K 9 8            
        t  8 4               
        ®  Q 8 6 5 

Hand 1. South
plays in 4´. West

leads the tQ.

With two sure diamonds to lose (who would lead
the tQ from tA Q J against a suit contract? Not
anyone we know) and the ™A off the top it all boils
down to not losing a trump. So that is the focus –
how are you going to play the spade suit for no
losers?

Obviously you are going to need a little luck, but
how can you make the most of your chances? 

Those of you who have ploughed diligently
through previous articles will know that the cloven-
hoofed play of the ´A K, hoping to fell the ´Q in
two rounds, is well against the odds. The answer,
therefore, is that you must take the trump finesse. If
that is your answer then all well and good, but it is
a partial answer. How precisely, should you handle
the spade suit?

The defenders take two rounds of diamonds
(whether or not you call for dummy’s king at trick

N
W      E

S

http://www.ebu.co.uk/biographies/paul-bowyer
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After two rounds of diamonds and the ™A
followed by another heart, you should cash a top
spade (just in case the queen falls in one) and then
go to dummy to lead the ´10. East does best to
cover that with the queen, but you win, noting the
4-1 break, cross back to table with another top club
and play another spade. When East plays low you
take the marked finesse of the eight, draw the last
trump and claim. 

Please note that on this layout, the line of cashing
a top spade, crossing to dummy and leading a low
spade to the jack would fail.

CAUTION!
It is important not to get swayed by the fall of

important-looking cards. There is a brand of player
who would cash the ´A in this combination looking
to see if West dropped the nine. If that happened he
would argue, much without merit, that a holding of
´Q 9 is more likely than anything else and would
follow with the king. 

This argument overlooks the possibility that
trumps are 4-1 and the nine is a singleton. It also
overlooks the strong possibility that an artful West
is messing about with ´9 x. This would open up a
range of false-carding possibilities for the defence,
you may note.                                                            r

Have you got it?
Paul’s challenge is online, page 68 

TEACHING AWARDS
Nominations are now being accepted for the

teaching awards presented jointly by the EBU

and English Bridge Education and Development.

These include:

The Alec Salisbury Award – to the

schoolteacher who has made the most effective

contribution to promoting bridge to pupils.

The Tom Bradley Award – to the (non-school)

teacher who has made the biggest contribution

to promoting youth bridge.

Nominations should be made by 26 May to

David Emerson: david@ebedcio.org.uk.  More

details can be found on:

www.ebedcio.org.uk/node/237

http://www.holidays-with-bridge.co.uk
http://www.ebedcio.org/uk/node/237
http://www.jbbridgeholidays.co.uk
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David Bakhshi gives the
answers on page 48

In each of the following hands, you are sittingSouth. You are playing in a teams match with
IMPs scoring. You should make a plan to give

yourself the best chance of making your contract,
even if that means giving up on the possibility of
making overtricks.

Hand 1
        ´  K 5 2
        ™  K J
        t  A 9 6 5 4
        ®  J 9 6
            
            
            
        

        ´  A Q 10 9 4
        ™  7 4
        t  8 7 3
        ®  A K Q

Hand 2
        ´  Q 9 3
        ™  5 2 
        t  A Q 10 9 6 3
        ®  A 7
            
            
            
        

        ´  A 7 4
        ™  A J 6
        t  J 5 4
        ®  K 9 8 3

Hand 3
        ´  5
        ™  10 6 3
        t  8 5 2
        ®  K Q 10 9 6 4
            
            
            
        

        ´  A Q 8              
        ™  A K 5
        t  K Q J 10 4
        ®  J 5 

Hand 4
        ´  A K J 3
        ™  8 7
        t  A 7 4 3
        ®  K Q 6
            
            
            
        

        ´  Q 2
        ™  A 10
        t  K J 10 5 2
        ®  A J 4 3

You are in 4´ and
West leads the ™5.
How do you plan to
make the contract?

You are in 3NT and
West leads the ´6 and
East plays the ´10.
How do you plan to
make the contract?

You are in 6NT, after
a weak jump overcall
by West in hearts.
West leads the ™K.
Plan your play.

You are in 3NT. West
opened a weak 2™
and leads the ™10.
East plays the ™K.
Plan your play.

N
W      E

S

N
W      E

S

N
W      E

S

N
W      E

S

ON EACH of the following problems, you are
West. What should you bid with each hand on
the given auction at pairs, Game All?
Julian Pottage gives his answers on page 62.

W N E S          
1´ 2NT1 Pass      

?

1 Both minors, weak or strong

W N E S          
2NT1 Pass      

3t2 Pass 3™ Pass
?

1 20-22, 2 Transfer

W N E S          
1t 2®       

?

W N E S          
Pass      

Pass 1™ Dble 2™

?

W N E S          
1® Pass 1™ Pass      
1NT1 Pass 2NT Pass
?
1 15-17

W N E S          
1NT Pass

?

Hand 1
´ K 9 7 6 2
™ A Q 8 5 3
t A 8
® Q

Hand 2
´ 9 3
™ K 10 9 6 3
t K 6 4
® A J 5

Hand 3
´ 9 5 4 3
™ 8 3
t Q 10 8 6
® K 10 7

Hand 4
´ 7 5 4 2
™ A Q 2
t 10
® J 10 9 7 3

Hand 5
´ A J 8
™ 10 8
t A 7 4 
® A K 8 5 4

Hand 6
´ Q 10 6 4
™ 7 6 2
t K 8 7 6 5
® 3



http://www.nofearbridge.co.uk
http://www.nofearbridge.co.uk
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Since the departure several years ago of the
French Mistress, Madame Baguette, the only
female bridge player to have graced the school

duplicate was the Matron. The Headmaster’s wife,
Grace Doulton, had offered to partner her husband
more than once but had been rebuffed on each
occasion. She found this rather hurtful, particularly
as he complained so frequently about the
performance of the Reverend Benson, his normal
partner. 

Eyes turned towards the door of the school
cardroom when Peter Cummings, a Modern
Languages master, entered with his vivacious wife,
Constance. Her vivid blue dress was in stark
contrast to the grey suits worn by most participants.  

‘I didn’t know that Constance played bridge,’
observed Percy Cutforth. ‘Perhaps she’s been taking
lessons.’

On the first round of the evening the new
partnership faced Benson and the Headmaster. 

The Reverend Benson winced when the
opponents arrived in 4™. Was the Headmaster
determined to push them into game? Surely he
should have realised that Mrs Cummings was an
inexperienced player and might well be
underbidding a giant hand? He could have passed
out 1™ or 2™. 

The Headmaster won the t10 lead with the king
and scored a second trick with the diamond ace.
What now? It seemed clear-cut to continue playing
diamonds. Declarer would have to ruff the third
round of diamonds high and he would then be able
to play another diamond when he won with the ace
of trumps. Yes, there was an excellent chance of
promoting a second trump trick in Benson’s hand.

When the Headmaster persisted with the tJ,
Constance Cummings ruffed with the ™K. She then
led the ™Q to East’s ace and ruffed the next
diamond with the ™J. Her 10 and 9 of trumps were
up to the task of drawing West’s remaining cards in
the suit, much to the Headmaster’s disappointment.
She discarded her spade loser on the third round of
clubs and the game was made.

‘Well played indeed, Constance,’ said Peter
Cummings. ‘When you kept on bidding, I thought
my clubs might prove useful.’

The Reverend Benson looked meaningfully across
the table. ‘She wasn’t the only one to keep on
bidding,’ he observed. 

‘Did you see my hand?’ retorted the Headmaster.
‘How am I meant to know that your hand is useless?
If you held Peter’s ®A, 3t could be cold.’

‘I was wondering what would happen if you
switched to a club at trick 3,’ said Constance
Cummings. ‘Then you take the trump ace
immediately and play another club. With no entry
left to dummy, I’d have to try a third club and you
can ruff.’

Peter Cummings winced. Did his wife not realise
that the masters’ annual pay review was due soon?

The debut performance  

Bridge Fiction                            by David Bird

click

link

Game All. Dealer East. 
´ 9 8 7 3  
™ 6 5  
t 9 7 2
® A K Q 6

´ 5 4 2 ´ Q J 10 
™ 8 7 4 ™ A 3
t 10 5 t A K J 6 4 3 
® J 10 9 5 2 ® 8 3  

´ A K 6   
™ K Q J 10 9 2
t Q 8
® 7 4

N
W      E

S

  West        North        East             South
  Reverend   Peter           The              Constance 
  Benson      Cummings  Headmaster  Cummings
                                   1t               1™

  Pass          Pass           2t               2™

  Pass          Pass           3t               3™

  Pass          4™             All Pass

http://www.ebu.co.uk/biographies/david-bird
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E/W Game. Dealer South. 
´ 7 5 4  
™ 8 6 5 3 2  
t J 4
® J 9 2

´ 10 9 8 6 ´ A 3 2
™ 10 4 ™ K Q J
t 10 8 7 3 t K 6 2 
® 10 4 3 ® Q 8 7 5  

´ K Q J   
™ A 9 7
t A Q 9 5
® A K 6

N
W      E

S

  West        North            East           South
  Bertie        Peter               Percy          Constance 
  Bellis         Cummings      Cutforth     Cummings
                                                        2®

  Pass         2t                 Pass           2NT
  Pass         3t                 Pass           3™

  Pass         3NT               Pass           4™

  All Pass

He would never have made such a remark himself.

‘Absurdly double-dummy,’ proclaimed the
Headmaster. ‘We were almost certain to get a trump
promotion the way I defended.’

A few rounds later the new partnership faced the
masters’ top pair, Bertie Bellis and Percy Cutforth:

The ´10 was led and Constance Cummings
surveyed the dummy with no great affection. There
were three certain losers in the majors and holes in
both minor suits as well. 

Percy Cutforth won the spade lead with the ace
and returned the ™K, which was allowed to win.
Mrs Cummings won the next round of trumps and
cashed the ´K and ´Q followed by the ®A. She
then exited with her last trump. 

Cutforth was not entranced by this development.
Should he play a diamond or a club now? Declarer
was marked with the missing honours in the suits so
it might make no difference. When he eventually
exited with the ®8, Mrs Cummings ran this
successfully to dummy’s jack. She then led the tJ,
covered by the king and ace, and claimed the
contract.

‘What a pleasing line of play!’ exclaimed Bertie
Bellis. ‘Why have you been hiding this bridge star
from us, Peter?’

Constance Cummings beamed in delight. ‘It was
just luck, really,’ she declared. ‘There was nothing
else to try.’

‘The deal has brightened my evening, anyway,’
Bertie Bellis continued. ‘I trust we’ll see more of you
two in the future!’                                                      r

EUROPEAN TEAMS TRIALS
The trials for England's Women's Team for the
2018 European Championships took place at the
beginning of March. After the trials the Selection
Committee (excluding conflicted members)
decided that the presence of a substitute for one
third of the event prevented Brock as a team of
four from being declared clear winners. It was
concluded that the substitute is likely to have
materially affected the results of the trials.
The Selection Committee concluded that

Senior (Nevena Senior, Heather Dhondy,
Catherine Draper & Gillian Fawcett) be declared
winners and be invited to represent England in
the European Championships.

The selection committee will invite a third pair
to join them in due course.

http://www.sonnenuhr.at
http://www.webbingtonhotelandspa.co.uk
http://www.ebu.co.uk/node/3061
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Over the last few months we have looked at
the common pitfalls that await people
wanting to bid slams, from using

Blackwood when you should be cue bidding, before
finally reviewing grand slam bidding. 

The one thing we have danced around, but not
looked at, is what type of Blackwood you should be
playing. In my opinion as a bridge teacher everyone
should now take on board Roman Key Card
Blackwood. Whilst it is more involved and rigorous
than ordinary Blackwood, some hands are
impossible to bid without it, and if you don’t play it
then I think you should take it up as part of your
Post Easter resolution. 

The premise of Roman Key Card Blackwood is
very simple, the aim is to get you to bid this slam:

Roman Keycard Blackwood, Part 1

Traps for the unwary                by Michael Byrneby Michael Byrne

´ A K 9 5 4 ´ Q 8 7 3
™ A 3 ™ K 8 5
t A 5 t K 8 6 2
® K J 7 6 ® Q 3

W      E

´ A K 9 5 4 ´ 8 7 3 2
™ A 3 ™ K Q 8
t A 5 t K 8 6 2
® K J 7 6 ® Q 3

W      E

Whilst keep you out of this one:

These two sets of hands contain the same number
of high cards and same honour structure, but the
trump suit, while robust on the first hand (coping
with every bad break other than 4-0 offside, so
making 95% of the time) is rather tenuous on the
second hand (needing trumps to break 2-2, barely a
40% shot). 

Just to be clear, Roman Key Card Blackwood was
not invented to help people bid more slams – the
idea was to keep you out of bad slams by identifying
holes in the trump suit. 

RKCB (as we will refer to it hereafter) works by
treating the king of trumps as the 5th ace, and also
finding out about the queen of trumps. 

HOW DOES IT WORK?
Bidding 4NT asks for keycards and the responses
are:

5® – 1  or  4 key-cards, (trump queen unknown)

5t – 0  or  3 key-cards, (trump queen unknown)

5™ – 2 key-cards, denying the queen of trumps

5´ – 2 key-cards, promising the queen of trumps 

30-41 OR 41-30?
For some of you who already play RKCB you

might be playing the 5® and 5t responses the other
way round, which is the old fashioned version. It is
not essential that you play it this way, but it is ever
so slightly superior due to situations where you ask
for the queen of trumps. The important thing is to
play the version you and partner are happy with and
more importantly that you won’t forget!

A common question that people ask when they
take on board RKCB is what suit is trumps? and the
answer is very simple. If you and partner have bid
and raised a suit then that suit is trumps, otherwise
it is the last bid suit. 

Note that phrase – the last bid suit means the last
suit that was bid that actually showed a suit. To take
a silly example have a look at this sequence:

1´–4t* (splinter), 4NT

The last bid suit was diamonds, but since 4t was a
splinter bid agreeing spades then 4NT is RKCB for
spades. 

1´ –2NT*, 3®*–4NT

In this sequence 2NT is a game forcing raise with at
least four trumps (Jacoby) and 3® shows a
shortage, so of course 4NT agrees spades. 

What about this one? 

1´–3t, 3´–4NT

http://www.ebu.co.uk/biographies/michael-byrne
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´ 5 ´ A K Q J 10 7 3
™ A K 7 6 2 ™ Q 8 5
t K 7 6 5 t A
® Q 4 3 2 ® A 5

W      E

3t is a traditional Acol strong jump shift, and
opener rebids his suit showing nothing much in
particular. The 3t bidder was suggesting strong
diamonds, is there any ambiguity in what suit are
trumps?

No, the simple rule applies, the last bid suit was
spades so spades are trumps for purposes of RKCB.
(If responder wants to ask about diamonds he needs
to bid 4t over 3´ and then bid RKCB over his
partner’s cue bid).

By the same token . . . 

3®–3™, 4®–4NT

Surely when partner pre-empts and then the suit
is changed responder wants to know about his own
suit . . . 

No, the simple rule applies once more, the last bid
suit was clubs so clubs is the agreed suit. (This
makes sense anyway since a pre-emptor won’t
normally have an honour in hearts – if he does he
would normally have raised 3™ to 4™).

Note that it is possible to use RKCB and then end
up in a different suit, such as here:

When West opens 1™ it is fine for East to respond
4NT (RKCB) and upon hearing the 5™ response
(two key-cards and no queen of trumps) asks for
kings. When he hears of one he will either bid 7NT
(if playing duplicate pairs) or 7´ (if playing a
Hubert Phillips match where, for reasons passing
understanding, honours are counted).

It’s true that West will think he is going to play the
hand but I’m sure he will also understand that 7™
minus one (on a 4-1 trump break) scores slightly
worse than 7NT making.

The Dos and Don’ts of using RKCB
Do take on board RKCB after discussing it with

your favourite partner (and showing them
this helpful article). 

Do remember that it is the last (natural) bid
suit that is agreed as trumps for purposes
of the king and queen of trumps.

Don’t forget you can use RKCB for one suit and
then convert to no trumps (or another
suit) late in the day.

Don’t abuse RKCB in the same way you
shouldn’t abuse normal Blackwood; the
usual rules about needing a control in
every suit and some belief that you
actually have the necessary firepower to
take 12 tricks are still required before you
reach for your favourite toy.     r

ADVERTISEMENTS
ALTHOUGH staff of English Bridge and the staff of
Danby Advertising (Advertising Agent for English
Bridge) take reasonable precautions to protect the
interests of readers by ensuring as far as practicable
that advertisements in the pages of English Bridge are
bona fide, the magazine and its publisher, the
EBU, cannot accept any undertaking in respect of
claims made against advertisers, whether these
advertisements are printed as part of the magazine,
or are in the form of inserts. Legal remedies are
available if redress is sought, and readers who have
complaints should address them to the advertiser,
should consult a local Trading Standards Office
or a Citizens Advice Bureau or their own solicitors.
Members should ensure when booking holidays
that they take suitable precautions to protect
their booking: check the company is part of a
relevant organisation (e.g. ABTA); take out
suitable travel insurance; pay at least £100 by
credit card. Readers should note that prices
advertised may not be accurate due to currency
exchange rate fluctuations or tax changes.

Besses o’th Barn Bridge Club

North Manchester

Tuesdays & Thursdays, 7.30pm, Whitefield
www.bridgewebs.com/bessesothbarn/

Buckingham Bridge Club

Monday evening duplicate

http://www.bridgewebs.com/buckingham/

Freeland Bridge Club, Oxfordshire

Duplicate, Chicago and lessons
www.freelandbridge.uk/home

Letchworth Heritage Bridge Club, 

Monday afternoon duplicate & Friday lessons
www.bridgewebs.com/letchworthheritagebc

WELCOME TO OUR 
™ NEWLY AFFILIATED CLUBS ™

http://www.bridgewebs.com/bessesothbarn
http://www.bridgewebs.com/buckingham
http://www.freelandbridge.uk/home
http://www.bridgewebs.com/letchworthheritagebc
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Invaluable switch signal

Sleuth’s Quiz                            by Ron Klinger

click

link

Note that if you fail to play a heart, South has nine
tricks. If you do play a heart, South goes two down.

What would your answer be if West had played
the ´2 on trick 2?
Of course, a club. The ´2, partner’s lowest spade,
asks you to play the lowest of the remaining suits.
The unseen hands might be:

Are you happy with the bidding? Some of us do
open 1NT with a 5-card major rather than commit
to rebidding 2™ after 1™-1´. Again, if East does not
switch to a club, South has nine tricks.

Finally, what would you play at trick 3 if West
plays the ´10 on trick 2?
From the lead of the ´Q, you know partner has
the ´J. If partner has the ´10, partner could
afford to play the ´J to ask for the high suit,
hearts. The lowest card would ask for clubs, so
what is partner saying with the ´10?
Since partner has the ´J, the ´10 is partner’s
second-highest card and so partner is asking you
to play the second highest suit, diamonds. 

Game All. Dealer South.

      ´  8 7 6
     ™  K Q J
     t  K J 6 4
     ®  Q J 7
                          ´  A K
                          ™  8 7 4 3
                       t  9 7 5 2
                      ®  8 6 4

N
W      E

S

          West          North     East           South
                                                             1NT1

          Pass           3NT        All Pass
1 12-14 points

West leads the ´Q: 6 from dummy. 
Which card do you play?
A defender normally wins with the cheapest card
possible, but with A-K doubleton, you want to tell
partner that you have specifically two cards in the
suit. This achieved by playing the ace first. Partner
will assume that declarer has the king. When you
continue with the king, partner should deduce
that you began with ace-king doubleton.

Trick 1: ´Q – 6 – A – 2 
Trick 2: ´K – 3 – J – 7

What do you play at trick 3?
When partner realises that you started with a
doubleton and hence have no more spades,
partner should give you a suit preference signal,
to let you know where partner has a sure or
potential entry. Partner’s ´J, the highest card, asks
you for the highest remaining suit and so you
should switch to a heart. You are expecting this:

    ´  Q J 10 9 2
    ™  10
    t  10 8 3
    ®  A 9 3 2
                             ´  5 4 3
                             ™  A 9 6 5 2
                            t  A Q
                           ®  K 10 5

W
S   

    ´  Q J 10 9 2
    ™  A 9 6 2
    t  8 3
    ®  5 2
                             ´  5 4 3
                             ™  10 5
                            t  A Q 10
                           ®  A K 10 9 3

W
S   

    ´  Q J 10 9 3 2
    ™  6 2
    t  A 8 3
    ®  5 2
                             ´  5 4
                             ™  A 10 9 5
                            t  Q 10
                           ®  A K 10 9 3

W
S   

Well, maybe you and I would not open 1NT with
this hand, but if you fail to switch to a diamond,
South will have nine tricks and the last laugh. r 

http://www.ebu.co.uk/biographies/ron-klinger
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FIND ME A
BRIDGE PLAYER!
YOUR SLOGAN

HERE

We can’t run to pins for all members, although the

Bridge Warehouse is looking into stocking some.

The idea for an easy way to spot fellow bridge

players is great – so we are inviting our readers to

come up with a winning slogan for towels, caps and

T-shirts which you can wear to show you play

bridge and find other players across the world?

Please send in lots of suggestions and the best will
be published in the June issue, ready for you to get

ENTER OUR SUMMER T-SHIRT COMPETITION

A challenge which we all face is finding like-minded souls to play bridge with whilst on holiday. You can't just
ask all the hotel guests if they fancy a few hands one evening (might be mis-interpreted!). Could the EBU
provide all members with a lapel badge of the EBU logo for us to wear to signify that we are looking for bridge
partners for an informal game?                                                       Kevin Smith, Olicana Bridge Club, Ilkley

your summer T-shirts, caps and towels printed. The
Bridge Warehouse might even be persuaded to stock a
few themselves.  The winner will receive . . . yes . . . the
first T-shirt.

This might be your chance to influence the products
sold by the Bridge Warehouse and contribute to a
worldwide movement where bridge players can
recognise each other from across the pool! Well
wouldn’t that be great? Please send your suggestions to
lou@ebu.co.uk by the end of April.
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tricks brightly offered hearts as an alternative strain.

7™ was cold on the layout. A club lead would be
the most awkward knocking out the fast entry to
draw trumps, but declarer can win, unblock the ™A
and then successfully ruff a diamond back to hand
after cashing the tAK,  to complete the drawing of
trumps. The spade suit provided the entry to the
tQ, the thirteenth trick. 

At the other table Optimistic Olly was sitting
West and was getting frustrated. Her side had been
down at half time and the hands had seemed flat.
Thinking she needed a swing she heard the same
start to the auction. When Solid Stan bid 7™ she
suspected it was cold and tried an inventive
diversionary tactic. She doubled 7™! This is known
as a Lightner double and asks partner to lead an
unusual suit often for a ruff. Solid Stan fearing Olly
had a void spade retreated to 7´ hoping that
partner’s spades were good enough to pick up East’s
holding. Little did Stan suspect that Olly had no
defence to 7™ but great defence to 7´!    r

Olly pulls a fast one! click

link

N/S Game. Dealer South.
                           ´  8 5 2
                           ™  K Q J 8 7 4
                           t 5 2
                           ® A 3
     ´   J 9 6 4                            ´  3
     ™   9 5 3                               ™  10 6 2
     t  J 10 4                              t  8 7 6 3
 ®  Q 9 6                              ®  K 10 7 5 4

                           ´  A K Q 10 7
                           ™  A
                           t A K Q 9
                           ® J 8 2

N
W      E

S

    West           North          East         South
                                                           2®

    Pass             2™                Pass          2´

    Pass             3´                Pass          3NT
    Pass             4®                Dble         Pass
    Pass             Redble          Pass          4NT
    Pass             5t                Pass          5NT
    Pass             7™                All Pass

by Graham Osborne

This hand was all about the bidding. The
auction at the first table is above and there
were a number of interesting points relating

to the slam bidding. After the Acol style strong
opening and positive reply, the spade fit was
unearthed. The first point relates to South’s 3NT
bid. This wasn’t an attempt to play there but rather
a waiting bid to see if partner could cue-bid clubs,
the suit he had uncontrolled. When partner obliged,
East doubled for the lead, and South was again
unsure whether slam was a viable proposition.
Perhaps partner was cue-bidding a king, so he
passed to elicit more information from partner. The
redouble confirmed first round control and South
now launched into a key-card ask.  5NT confirmed
all the key-cards were present and asked partner to
cue-bid a king or to bid a grand slam if he was
confident. North with strong hearts as a source of

Kent has won the Tollemache Cup – the inter-
county teams of eight championship – claiming
the trophy for the fifth time.

The team was, from left, Patrick Collins, Helen
Erichsen, Espen Erichsen, Jeremy Willans, Phil
Bailey, Kay Preddy, Ian Draper, Norman Selway,
Michael Hampton and Peter Law.

They finished just 1 VP ahead of Manchester,
with Berks & Bucks finishing in third place.

KENT WINS TOLLEMACHE CUP

http://www.ebu.co.uk/biographies/graham-osborne
http://www.ebu.co.uk/node/3024


http://www.bridgeholidays.com
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´ Q J 7 ´ 6 4
™ K 5 2 ™ A 8 7
t A 10 7 6 t 5 2
® A 5 2 ® K Q 8 7 4 3

W      E

The traditional reason for playing these methods
can be seen when the responder has a marginal try
for 3NT which will be greatly improved by opener
‘fitting’ with their long suit such as:

Transfers to minor suits

If you could add one thing . . .     by Neil Rosen

click

link

Transfers in response to partner’s 1NT
opening need not be limited to the majors
(red suit transfers as they are sometimes

referred to) – this is unnecessarily limiting.

There are many many types of transfer schemes
on the market: suffice to say that essentially if you
decide to play in a minor suit (consequently at the
3-level of course) then you should virtually always
have a 6-card suit to justify it. The three mainstream
approaches are as follows:

D 2´ shows an invitational hand with 11-12 HCPs
(or possibly the start of a balanced slam try for
some people), with 2NT instead showing a weak
hand with a long minor suit. Opener is then
compelled to bid 3®, which is either passed or
corrected to 3t as necessary. This scheme allows
for Stayman followed by 2NT to still ‘promise a
major’;

D 2´ shows either minor (still usually weak with
6+ cards) with 2NT now natural and
invitational, with no major to explore. This again
allows for Stayman followed by 2NT to promise
a major;

D Emanating from the Marx-Sharples twins you
can play 2´ to show clubs and 2NT to show
diamonds. This obviously gives greater precision
but does create the need for ‘non-promissory
Stayman’.

I personally prefer option 3 – lets look at a few
further details of how it works . . . 

1NT – 2´
This shows clubs, and should be alerted. The

opener then has two choices:

1NT–2´, 2NT which shows no fit for clubs
(denies the ace or king, or queen if maximum).

1NT–2´, 3®. This shows a fit. It promises the ace
or king, or the queen if you are in the upper range
(note that usually you need at least Q x x whereas
with the ace or king a doubleton is considered
acceptable).

Here the East has a mild (very mild on this
occasion) interest in game – so really fancies 3NT if
West can provide the vital club ace.

So here we have two possible auctions:

            West            East
            1NT              2´

            2NT              3®

            Pass                                 

            West             East
            1NT              2´

            3®                3NT
            Pass                                 

            West                East
            1NT                 2´

            2NT/3®           3™            

With the hand shown above the fitting club ace
would lead to the second auction.

If East had heard a 2NT response instead (no fit)
he would not then push for the thin game. He would
choose between passing 2NT or correcting to 3®
(probably the latter).

RESPONDER’S CONTINUATIONS
There are two main ways to play a new suit bid:

You can play either:

1 A natural second suit, at least 5® and 4™ on this
occasion and forcing to game.

http://www.ebu.co.uk/biographies/neil-rosen
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´ 2
™ K Q J 4
t A 8
® K Q J 8 6 2

´ A 8 7 ´ 6 4 2
™ J 5 2 ™ 7
t K Q 7 6 t A J 5
® K 5 2 ® A Q J 7 4 3

W      E

            West             East
            1NT              2´

            3®                3™

            4®                5®              

       West        East
       1NT          2®

       2t            2NT        

2 Play it as showing a shortage – typically 3∙1∙3∙6,
2∙1∙4∙6 or similar. This obviously allows the
partnership to stay out of some very poor 3NT
contracts with one suit basically wide open.

Here is an example:

Using the 3™ bid to highlight six clubs and a heart
shortage allows the partnership to avoid the
doomed 3NT contract that many will just bid over
partner’s 1NT opener.

Note that showing a shortage here is usually
recommended on hands exploring the best game
rather than slam tries. With a slam try you still just
jump to 3® or 3t and partner will know you are
looking for slam since you didn’t employ a transfer
bid – simple eh?

I much prefer option 2. It gives greater clarity for
game – or occasionally slam exploration. Game
forcing hands with a long minor and a major can
still relatively easily be developed by using Stayman
then introducing the minor at the 3-level (game
forcing). It is not playable in these methods to try to
retain Stayman followed by three of a minor as non-
forcing. Look at the example below:

With this hand bid Stayman
and then introduce the clubs
unless you are lucky enough to
hear a 2™ response to Stayman.

´ 2
™ K 8 7 4
t 9 8
® Q J 8 6 3 2

If you hold a weaker hand you
simply have to give up on hearts
and transfer to clubs.

1NT – 2NT
This shows diamonds. It should be alerted and

works in exactly the same way:

1NT–2NT, 3® shows no diamond fit
1NT–2NT, 3t shows a diamond fit

The continuations are all exactly the same in
principle as after our 1NT – 2´ auctions.

YOU CAN SWITCH IT ROUND
One small digression here – some partnerships

choose to switch the responses so the 1st step shows
a fit and the 2nd step no fit. So long as you are on
the same wavelength it doesn’t really matter. I
believe it is slightly with the odds that partner will
have a fitting honour so I prefer the 1NT bidder to
declare as often as possible, remembering that one
of the main fundamental advantages of transfer
bidding is to get the stronger hand declaring …

NON-PROMISSORY STAYMAN

Since 1NT – 2NT is no longer natural you have to
put your invitational raises (11-12 HCPs) through
Stayman. Thus:

This shows 11-12 points
and balanced, with or
without a major.

       West        East
       1NT          2®

       2™            2NT        

This shows 11-12 points
and no 4-card major.

       West        East
       1NT          2®

       2´            2NT        

This is a natural raise to
2NT with or without a 4-
card heart suit.

       West        East
       1NT          2®

       2any         3NT        

The raise to 3NT always
promises a major. The
dreaded non-promissory
only applies with a raise
to 2NT.

       West        East
       1NT          2®

       2™            2´          

This is the equivalent of at
least a raise to 2NT but
holding four spades. I
prefer this to be forcing
since it could be a raise to
2NT or 6NT.

DEALING WITH INTERVENTION
1NT–2´/2NT–(Dble). Bid as though the double
had not been made.

1NT–2´/2NT–(3™/´). Opener usually passes here,
but very exceptionally can support with a great fit.
Remember the transfer bidder shows six of the
minor suit, unless they are very strong, in which
case we will be hearing from them again anyway. r 

Check you’ve got it!
Neil’s online quiz is on page 70
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Beat Today’s Experts
These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful lessons
to be learned from them. Bid them with
your partner and then see how your efforts
compare with the experts’ bidding.

APRIL 2018
WEST HANDS

(IMP scoring on every deal)

  1.  Game All                   ´  Q 7 5 4
       Dealer South             ™  Q 8 5
                                        t  K J 3 2
       (Selway)                    ®  J 10

   2.  Love All                     ´  A 10 5 3
       Dealer North             ™  A K 10
                                        t  K J 10 2
       (Sheehan)                  ®  8 4
   * South opens 1®, if possible

   3.  N/S Game                 ´  A J 5
      Dealer East                ™  J 8 7 5 3
                                        t  10 9 7 2
       (Solomon)              ®  4
   * South bids 2´              

   4.  Game All                  ´  K J 9 7 5
       Dealer South             ™  A K 10 7 5 3
                                        t  6
       (P Hackett)                ®  10
   * North bids 2®, if possible

   5.  N/S Game                ´  A J 5 4
       Dealer South             ™  K Q
                                        t  A K 8 6 5 4
       (Robinson)                 ®  Q

   6.  N/S Game                 ´  K 9 3
       Dealer West               ™  3
                                        t  A K 7 5 3 2
       (Selway)                    ®  K J 2
   * South bids 3™

Did you beat the experts? – Page 40

Beat Today’s Experts
These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful lessons
to be learned from them. Bid them with
your partner and then see how your efforts
compare with the experts’ bidding.

APRIL 2018
EAST HANDS

(IMP scoring on every deal)

  1.  Game All                   ´  A
       Dealer South             ™  K J 10 9 6
                                        t  A 9 8 7
       (Penfold)                    ®  K 7 6

   2.  Love All                     ´  9 4
       Dealer North             ™  Q 8 7 5 4 2
                                        t  A 7
       (Myers)                      ®  J 10 3
   * South opens 1®, if possible

   3.  N/S Game                 ´  8 6
      Dealer East                ™  A K 10 4
                                        t  A 8
       (Robinson)              ®  K Q 10 6 5
   * South bids 2´              

   4.  Game All                  ´  A Q 4
       Dealer South             ™  J 9
                                        t  A J 10 7 4 3
       (B Senior)                   ®  K J
   * North bids 2®, if possible

   5.  N/S Game                ´  9 8 6
       Dealer South             ™  A J 2
                                        t  10 3
       (Solomon)                  ®  K J 10 9 2

   6.  N/S Game                 ´  A 7 5 4
       Dealer West               ™  A K
                                        t  9 8 4
       (Penfold)                    ®  9 7 4 3
   * South bids 3™

Did you beat the experts? – Page 40
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makers of playing cards since 1824

( 020 8661 8866

An attractive twin-pack of Piatnik playing cards is
the prize on offer. For information on Piatnik

cards visit:

www.gibsonsgames.co.uk/cards

There are TWO categories in our competi tion: up
to and including Master, and those with higher
ranking. Please indicate the category for which you
are entering with your answers. In the event of a tie,
the winner from each category will be randomly
selected. The editor’s decision is final. 

Entries to the Editor, Leads Quiz,
Raggett House, Bowdens, Langport, Somerset,

TA10 0DD
or e-mail lou@ebu.co.uk 
by 28 April 2018.

Please make sure you include your full postal
address AND rank even if entering by e-mail!

QUIZ
IMP scoring on all hands (teams).Opening leads are often subjective and

virtual ly any opening lead can be successful
some of the time. However, bridge is in

many ways a game of percentages and there fore
certain leads will gain more often than others. In
each issue you will be given three hands and the
bidding on each, and you are asked to choose your
opening leads from those proposed by our
Quizmaster. Answers will be in the next issue. In
each problem you are on lead as West.

Choose from: (a) ´K; (b) a heart; (c) a diamond; (d) ®7.

Hand 1
 ´   K Q J 5 3
 ™   J 6 3
 t   K 9 8 7
 ®   7

         South       West       North    East
         1®            1´           2´1        4´

         5®            Pass         6®         Dble
         All Pass
      1 Good raise in clubs

Choose from: (a) ´4; (b) ™K; (c) t8; (d) ®3.

Hand 2
 ´   K 9 5 4 3
 ™   K 6
 t   8 7
 ®   K J 4 3

         South       West       North    East
         1t            1´           2™          Pass
         2NT          Pass         3NT       All Pass

Choose from: (a) ´3; (b) a heart; (c) t8; (d) ®A/K.

Hand 3
 ´   Q 8 7 3
 ™   7 5 4
 t   8 5
 ®   A K J 5

         South       West       North    East
         1™            Pass         4®1        Pass
         4™            All Pass
1 Splinter

HHHHH

HHHHH

by Alan Mould

ANSWERS TO FEBRUARY’S QUIZ: Page 46

http://www.gibsonsgames.co.uk/cards
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N/S Game. Dealer West.
                           ´  A 9 8 4
                           ™  A Q 8 6 2
                           t J 6 4 2
                           ® –
     ´   J 7 6 5 3 2                      ´  –
     ™   10 7                                ™  K 9 5 4
     t  K 8                                 t  Q 10 5 3
 ®  10 8 6                            ®  A K 9 4 2

                           ´  K Q 10
                           ™  J 3
                           t A 9 7
                           ® Q J 7 5 3

N
W      E

S

N/S Game. Dealer West.

                ´   A 9 8 4
                ™  A Q 8 6 2
               t  J 6 4 2
               ®  –

                                 ´  –
                                 ™  K 9 5 4
                                 t  Q 10 5 3
                                ®  A K 9 4 2

Discovery play

Heather’s Hints                      by Heather Dhondy

click

link

Playing teams, West opens 2´ playing weak
twos. What call do you make with the North
cards?

         West        North     East       South
         2´            3™           Pass        3NT
        All Pass     

What is going on? Declarer must hold the ace of
diamonds for the bidding and presumably at least
one more to be playing on the suit, and for partner
to have put up the king on the first round. Therefore
you cannot afford to throw a second diamond. You
could throw a club, keeping your heart king
guarded, but is there a danger?

If you discard a club, declarer will get off lead with
a club and you will be endplayed to lead a red suit
and declarer will have the rest of the tricks.
However, declarer has no entry to the dummy so the
hearts are not a threat. You should discard a heart
and keep your three clubs. 

N
W      E

S

                
´   A 9

                ™  A Q 6
               t  J 6
               ®  –

                                 ´  –
                                 ™  K 4
                                 t  Q 10
                                ®  A K 9

N
W      E

S

At the table North chose the slightly aggressive 3™
overcall. It is close between passing and bidding 3™,
but with such a poor five-card suit and thin values,
I would have passed. South now bid 3NT and this
ended the auction.

West leads the ™10 and declarer plays low from
dummy. As East you play low and South wins the
jack. A low diamond is played and West wins with
the king. A second heart is played to the eight and
your nine and declarer follows low. You try a club
which is won by declarer with the jack, and a
diamond is discarded from dummy. Declarer now
cashes the king and queen of spades and you discard
a diamond and a club.  The ´10 is now played and
not overtaken in dummy when your partner plays
low. What discard do you make?

This is where you have got to before dummy’s
spade is played:

Should declarer have overtaken this third spade?
If he had, you would not have been able to bare the

http://www.ebu.co.uk/biographies/heather-dhondy
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king of hearts, but you could then have discarded a
club and since there were no clubs in dummy,
declarer would be unable to exit to your hand.

Should declarer have unblocked the spades
earlier? Possibly, but he was very short of tricks.
Even giving him four spade tricks only took him to
seven, so it was not unreasonable to adopt the ploy
of sticking the opponents on lead and hoping for
something good to happen. If you hadn’t been
awake in the defence it would have worked!

HEATHER’S HINTS
D Keep your overcalls over weak twos sound.
They should be at least a decent six-card suit
as a rule and opening values. On this hand you
would have thought that South would have
had ample strength to try 3NT, however the
contract was very poor, mainly due to the
weakness of the dummy.

D In defence, it is normal to try to keep all
enemy suits guarded if possible, especially
when you know that partner is unable to, but
you should always be wary of an endplay in
such situations. A competent declarer would
have known every card in your hand from
fairly early on in the play of this deal, and
would have been confident of throwing you in
with a club had you come down to AK
doubleton. However if you stop to consider
this, you will quickly realise that you don’t
need to guard the king of hearts and you don’t
want to either since your second heart
becomes a liability if you are endplayed.     r

2019 GOLD CUP
The premier British teams event

Closing date for this year’s competition:
Monday, 11th June 2018

The schedule for the 2019 Gold Cup will
run from the end of June 2018 to the
Finals in October 2019. The Silver Plate,
open to English and Welsh first and

second round losers and administered by
the EBU, will commence in early 2019.

Entry fee: £84 per team 
(half-price pro-rata for players under 25)

The entry fee includes the fee for the Silver Plate

Enquiries to Sandra Claridge
sclaridge31@gmail.com

Entry form at
www.bridgegreatbritain.org

LADY MILNE TRIALS
The trials to represent England in the Lady Milne
have been won by Heather Dhondy & Abbey
Smith. They finished the 16-pair trial with a
comfortable lead – 93.51 IMPs after 120 boards.
Alexandra Birchall & Qian Li came second with
58.93 IMPs.
The two pairs qualified automatically to

represent England. Heather Bakhshi & Claire
Robinson, who finished third in the trial, have
been selected to complete the team. The Lady
Milne, between the home nations and Eire, takes
place in Scotland in mid-April.

WHEN you see the ‘LB’ sign in an ad vert  isement in the
magazine, it means that:

• The organisers of the holiday have applied for, and
received, a licence from the EBU.

• They may choose to give Master Points in accordance with
EBU scales.

• These Master Points will be accepted and added to player
records.

• The bridge will be played in line with EBU regulations and
bye-laws, thus affording all players the protection of
playing within the jurisdiction of the EBU.

All county events advertised have an EBU licence.

NOTE: Members playing in events licensed by another
National Bridge Organisation will not be able to have Master
Points credited to their records save for events in Wales,
Scotland, Northern Ireland, Republic of Ireland, New Zealand
and Australia. The conversion of Green Points to Gold Points
will only happen at English events, the BGB Gold Cup and
Home Internationals.

LICENSED BRIDGE

http://www.bridgegreatbritain.org
http://www.ebu.co.uk/node/3000
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This is why we came! And, unlike after one-
minor, responses are straightforward and
intuitive. Nevertheless those discussions are

important, even for those who do not play five-card
majors and a weak no-trump. Transition from the
nursery slopes is about new thinking rather than a
new system; understanding as opposed to following
different rules.

When partner's major-opener promises five of
the suit, an eight-card fit may be found
immediately. Supporting with three to the two-level
is the rule not the exception, invariably best with
minimum hands. Which are those? If you use the
Losing Trick Count (LTC) the good news is it works
very well opposite a five-card major. There is
information on the LTC elsewhere and my only
caveat is that you properly account for aces
(improve count by ½ loser) and queens (worsen by
½ loser).

A single raise shows 3+card support and 5-9
HCP – around nine losers. With four or more
trumps, a shortage and the upper end of HCPs, err
toward an aggressive raise to the three-level. If you
calibrate with the LTC you'll find 8 or 7½ losers
despite the low point-count.

A jump raise still requires 4+ trumps and more
values. Nine combined trumps handle much better
than eight and that fact makes a significant
valuation difference to opener for game and slam.
So with extra values and only three trumps, too
strong for a single raise, you must bid another suit
first. In the next round, after opener's rebid, raise to
the appropriate level, three or four, whether you
measure by HCPs or losers.

1.2´. No problems here. Even had 1´ promised
only four, with minimum values, an ace, honour-
third support and a low doubleton you would
raise rather than respond 1NT.

2.2´. Except for the minimum point-count, the
aspects that above made a raise everyone's choice
are missing. With the 5-3 spade fit established a
raise is still best. After a 1NT response opener will
often pass with 5-4-2-2 when the four-carder is
poor. After all, she will fear you have two – or
fewer – trumps. Having a trump suit gives
declarer time to knock out aces (you haven't got
any) and regain the lead, plus the ability to ruff in
is a boon. You don't need the LTC to appreciate
this is a much worse hand than the first.

3.2™. Don't fall into the trap of responding 1´.
After 1™ – 1´; 2®/t partner will view 2™ as
preference rather than support. When opener has
extras she will back-pedal, fearing she faces a
doubleton heart. And those pesky opponents may
yet make an appearance; announcing a major-
suit fit is a high-priority objective (lest the
opportunity is lost). There are layouts where
spades will play better but they are rare and
unlikely to cost at the two-level. If opener has

Partner opens a major

by Chris Chambers

click

link

Hand 1 Hand 2 Hand 3
Partner Partner Partner
opens 1´ opens 1´ opens 1™

´ Q 5 4 ´ 10 5 4 ´ A 10 7 6 4 
™ 10 8 3 ™ Q 5 4 ™ Q 5 4
t A 10 7 6 4 t K J 6 4 t 10 8 3
® 8 6 ® J 6 2 ® 8 6

Hand 4 Hand 5 Hand 6
Partner Partner Partner
opens 1™ opens 1™ opens 1´

´ A K 10 7 ´ A 9 8 2 ´ 8 4 2 
™ Q 5 4 ™ Q 10 7 4 ™ K Q J 4
t Q 8 3 2 t 10 t A Q 9
® 8 6 ® Q 10 3 2 ® Q 6 2

Try these hands and see how you do:

MASTERPOINT
PROMOTIONS

The latest list can be found at

ebu.co.uk/masterpoint-promotions

click

link

http://www.ebu.co.uk/biographies/chris-chambers
http://www.ebu.co.uk/masterpoint-promotions
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spades, the strain may still be found if it is the
better game.

4.1´. This is different; the 11 HCP (7½ losers)
mean the hand is too strong for a single raise. 3™
is off-limits with only three trumps so a
temporising response is in order. If opener rebids
2® then an invitational 3™ is sound; over 2t you
might upgrade to 4™ based on the secondary fit;
after 1NT game is certain and 4™ is best.

5.3™. Devotees of the LTC will not have a problem
here. With one loser in diamonds and two in each
other suit the raw count is only seven. The two
queens are balanced by only one ace so the A/Q
adjustment worsens it by a half to 7½. Despite
minimum high-card values that's fine for a three-
level raise (eight losers). Point-counters have a
harder calculation but they can award themselves
something for the shortage and a little something
for the trump queen. Why am I vague about
adding points for shortages? Well, the LTC works
so well it seems better to reserve HCPs for no
trumps and use the LTC for suits; two simple
measures, each in its proper sphere.

6.2® The same bid you would make playing four-
card majors. This is a rare shape (and strength)
where you cannot respond 2™ because that would
show five and you cannot jump-raise spades
without promising four. You need to temporise
and the least bad option is to respond in a three-
card minor. Though this is the Acol approach,
utilising three-card minors as a vehicle of
convenience should now come a little easier.

Why does a 2™ response to 1´ demand five?
Picture opener with a balanced hand, 3NT values
(17+) and three hearts – what's she to do, support
hearts or bid 3NT? Opener needs to be able to
raise hearts, to either the three-level or game, with
three-card support.

CHRIS’ SUMMARY
D Don't cheat on major lengths: preserve
immediate jump-support to show four.

D With minimum values and 3-card support
make a simple raise even with a balanced hand
and don't be tempted to bid spades with four
or five of them 

D Take a look at the Losing Trick Count; it is
very effective opposite a five-card major
opener.                                                               r

THE 2017 MASTERPOINT
ANNUAL COMPETITIONS

THE NATIONAL
LEADER BOARD

Congratulations to John Holland who has
regained the Sunday Telegraph Salver, for the most
Master Points earned in the calendar year.
John, who has won the competition on five

previous occasions, earned 21,251 points in 2017.
The 2016 winner, Mike Bell, was second with
20,604 and Michael Byrne was third with 18,929.

HIGHEST SCORING JUNIOR
The highest scoring Junior (a new list for this year)
was Shahzaad Natt. Daniel McIntosh was second
and Ben Norton came third.

GOLD POINT RANKING
The Gold Point list is headed by Andrew Robson,
just ahead of David Gold, with Alexander Allfrey
coming third. 

CLUB CHAMPIONS PRIZE DRAW
The winners of the Club Champions prize draw

have also been selected. Club Champions are those
who win the most Master Points in events held at
each club, and each Club Champion is entered in
to the draw. John Pope of Framlingham Bridge
Club was first out of the hat and wins £400.
Malcolm Schofield of Hampton Duplicate Bridge
Club was drawn in second and wins £200, and
Deirdre Sanders of Patcham Bridge Club wins
£100 for being drawn third.
The full Master Point lists for 2017, including a

breakdown by county and rank, can be accessed
on:
www.ebu.co.uk/masterpoint-reports/

click

link

http://www.ebu.co.uk/masterpoint-reports
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Hand 1. South opens 2´

´ K 10 3 ´ 9 4
™ A 9 7 6 ™ 8
t A 3 t Q J 10 6 5 2
® A J 10 8 ® 7 6 5 2

W      E

Hand 2. South opens 2´

´ K 10 3 ´ 9
™ A 9 7 6 ™ K Q 8 3
t A 3 t K 7 4 2
® A J 10 8 ® K 7 3 2

W      E

South opens 2´

                 West            East
                 2NT             3®

                 3t               3´1

                 4™                
1 Stayman

Ipicked these methods up from an Americanpartner of mine. They are so good I think I
really should keep them to myself but my

articles are really about giving tips to improving
players – so here you are and I hope you like it.

I am assuming that if the opponents open 2™ or
2´ then a 2NT overcall would show roughly 15-18
points balanced(ish). The scheme works like this:

3® = requests 3t. This may be left to play or you
can cue-bid the opposition suit next as Stayman or
bid something else next to show diamonds and a
game-forcing hand (for example, 3NT next is a mild
slam try with diamonds).

3t = a transfer to the other major. When the
opposition’s suit is hearts, partner can bid 3™ over
3t to show a super-accept for spades.

3™ = both minors and is game forcing.

3´ = 6+ clubs, assumed to be a game try, so 3NT by
partner shows a fit and 4® is to play facing clubs
and is non-forcing.

3NT = to play.

4® = Gerber (asking for aces)

4t = 6+hearts

4™ = 6+spades

4´ = strong quantitative raise (about 17)

4NT = milder quantitative raise (about 16)

Responding to 2NT after opponent’s weak 2M 

by David Gold

click

link

So, let’s look at some examples:

Here West overcalls 2NT, East bids 3®, you transfer
to 3t and partner passes. 3t is a good contract,
favourite to succeed. 2NT is horrible.

Now let’s change the East hand to:

Now the bidding would go:

Hand 3. South opens 2™

´ A K 3 2 ´ Q 10 7 5 4
™ A J 4 ™ 2
t 10 4 t K J 8 7
® K Q 10 5 ® 7 6 3

W      E

South opens 2™

                 West            East
                 2NT             3t1

                 3™2              4™3

                 4´                
1 spades, 2 super-accept, 
3 re-transfer to spades

Hand 4. South opens 2™

´ A 7 6 3 ´ 5 4 2
™ K 7 4 ™ 2
t A 7 6 t 3 2
® A Q 5 ® K J 8 7 4 3 2

W      E

South opens 2™

                 West            East
                 2NT             3´1

                 3NT             
1 clubs

http://www.ebu.co.uk/biographies/david-gold


The National Point-a-Board Teams has been won
by Cope, comprising, from left, Ed Jones, Tom
Paske, Simon Cope, Tom Townsend & Andrew
Murphy (not pictured). They finished 4.2 points
ahead of David Kendrick, Jon Cooke, Mike Bell &
Sarah Bell, with Alan Mould, Barry Myers, John
Holland & Ben Green in third. Simon and Tom
Paske also won the competition in 2016.

The consolation final was won by Graham
Sadie, Richard Granville, Richard Chamberlain &
Patrick Shields.

The event was part of the Championship Series,
with points available in the Player of the Year
competition. By finishing in second place Mike
Bell moved to the top of the table and holds a
three point lead.

NATIONAL POINT-A-BOARD
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Hand 5. South opens 2™

´ A K 6 3 ´ 5 4 2
™ K 7 4 ™ 2
t A J 6 4 t 3 2
® Q 5 ® K J 8 7 4 3 2

W      E

South opens 2™

                 West            East
                 2NT             3´1

                 4®               
1 clubs

Hand 6. South opens 2´

´ A K 3 ´ 4 2
™ A J 4 ™ K Q 3
t Q 5 4 t A K 10 2
® Q 10 5 2 ® A J 4 3

W      E

South opens 2´

                 West            East
                 2NT             4´1

                 6NT             
1 strong invite to slam

Hand 7. South opens 2´

´ A 2 ´ K 7 3
™ A 10 3 2 ™ 5 4
t Q 7 6 5 t A K J 8 2
® A K 3 ® Q 5 4

W      E

South opens 2´

                 West            East
                 2NT             3®

                 3t               3NT1
1 mild slam try in diamonds

In Hand 4 they reached a cold 3NT. Now let’s
change West’s hand to:

In Hand 5 West avoids 3NT which might go four
down while 4® is making.

Although West is almost minimum he has good
controls and the ®10. Knowing partner has 17
makes it just enough and the good slam is reached.

OK! One more:

After the 3NT bid, slam is reached easily while 
the rest of the room is quietly playing the cold 6t in
3NT.

There are a few tweaks possible. For example you
can play the 2NT-3®-3t-3™ sequence over their 2´
opener as invitational with five hearts and thus 
2NT-3t after the opponent’s 2´ is always weak or a
game-force with hearts so that the overcaller never
worries about missing a game with a super-accept
for hearts.               r 

Try David Gold’s quiz, online p69

PREMIER GRAND MASTERS
Congratulations to

DEREK PATTERSON, KENT

PHIL THORNTON, BERKS & BUCKS

on becoming Premier Grand
Masters, the English Bridge

Union’s highest rank, requiring
a minimum 1,500 Green Points

http://www.ebu.co.uk/node/2999
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CALENDAR
OF EVENTS

n APRIL 2018
5-8 Really Easy Weekend, Wroxton
6-8 Devon Congress, Torquay
7-8 Portland Bowl Finals, London
9-12 British Spring Sims - Various clubs
13-15 Lady Milne, Scotland
14-15 National Pairs Finals, Wyboston
21 Garden Cities Trophy, Regional Finals
27-6 Lambourne Jersey Congress, Jersey
28-29 Shropshire Congress, Telford
30-3 EBED Spring Sims – various clubs

n MAY 2018
4-6 Cheltenham Congress, Brockworth
4-8 Schapiro Spring Foursomes,

Stratford/Warwick
12-13 National Swiss Teams Congress, Solihull
18-20 Teltscher Trophy, Wales
19 Northants GP Swiss Pairs, Dunchurch
19 Sussex GP Swiss Pairs, Uckfield
19-20 Avon GP weekend, Bath
20 Merseyside & Cheshire GP Swiss Pairs,

Birkenhead
20 Kent GP Swiss Teams, Tunbridge Wells
26-28 Spring Bank Holiday Congress,

Stratford-upon-Avon

n JUNE 2018
1-3 Yorkshire Congress, Harrogate
2-3 Corwen Trophy, Daventry
6-16 European Team Championships, Ostend
9-10 Pachabo Cup, tbc
9-10 Oxfordshire Congress, Woodstock
16-17 Berks & Bucks GP weekend, Windsor
16 Leicester GP Swiss Pairs, Spondon
17 Bedford GP Swiss Pairs, Wixams
17 Dorset GP Swiss Teams, Wimborne
23 Garden Cities Trophy Final, Solihull
24 Inter-County Leagues Final, venue tbc
29-1 English Riviera Congress, Torquay
30 Presidents Cup (Inter-County)

n JULY 2018
6-8 Summer Seniors Congress, Eastbourne
11-20 European Youth Pairs Championships &

bridge camp, Croatia
14-15 London Congress, Young Chelsea BC
21-22 Essex/Herts GP Weekend, Ware
21-22 Glos/Hereford GP Weekend, Ross-on-Wye 
21-22 Notts GP Weekend, Spondon
22 Dorset GP Swiss Pairs, Wimborne
22 Manchester GP Swiss Teams, Altrincham
22 Sussex GP Swiss Teams, Patcham
23-26 British Summer Sims - Various clubs
25-29 Scarborough Summer Congress

This new event is aimed at club players who are taking the
first steps into congress bridge but may have found it
daunting to jump straight into a major congress event.

Participants must have an NGS no higher than ‘Jack’ at the
time of entering. We envisage that most players will be ‘7’
or higher. The event will be stratified so there are extra
Master Points and an extra prize for pairs of players both
ranked ‘9’ or lower. This competition is priced at a
discounted rated to encourage new participants.

If possible please enter in advance online through My EBU,
or by phone or email: 01296 317203 or comps@ebu.co.uk.
Entries can also be made on the day at the venue, and there
will be no surcharge for doing so.

Entries are being taken for the Hubert Phillips Bowl and for
the Seniors Knockout Teams – the Gerard Faulkner Salver.

The Hubert Phillips Bowl is a mixed pivot teams
competition – you play a third of the boards with each
teammate. There is a plate competition, so every unseeded
team is guaranteed at least two matches. The closing date
for entries is 12th April so don’t hang around!

The Seniors Knockout Teams is open to all members born
in 1958 or earlier. There is a repechage for those losing their
first match, so all unseeded teams are guaranteed at least
two matches. The closing date for entries is 31st May, 

Green Points are awarded in both competitions. Please
enter online through My EBU, or by phone or email: 
01296 317203 or comps@ebu.co.uk.

NEW JACK HIGH SWISS PAIRS AT THE
EASTER FESTIVAL – 2 APRIL

COMPETITION NEWS

GET YOUR ENTRIES IN FOR THESE
KNOCKOUT COMPETITIONS

The Really Easy Congress, which traditionally has been
held as part of the Summer Meeting, will be a stand-alone
event in 2018. It is for players no higher than the rank of
Jack on the NGS, and will take place 10th - 12th August, at
the Warwick/Stratford Hilton Hotel. Congress details are
available online at:
www.ebu.co.uk/competitions/really-easy-congress.

NEW VENUE & DATES FOR 
REALLY EASY CONGRESS

http://www.ebu.co.uk/competitions/easter-london
http://www.ebu.co.uk/competitions/really-easy-congress
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Enter via 01296 317203, comps@ebu.co.uk or at www.ebu.co.uk/members 

EBU CONGRESSES AND COMPETITIONS
All events are Green Pointed unless stated

BP –Blue Pointed

Seniors Championship Pairs
with A, B & C finals
Open Pairs –BP
Multiple Teams

Stratified Swiss Pairs

Scarborough
Congress & Northern

Senior Pairs
25 – 29 July

Scarborough Spa Complex

National Swiss Teams
Congress
12 – 13 May

West Midlands Bridge Club, Solihull

Championship Pairs 
with A & B Pairs Finals
(qualifying round –BP)

Swiss Pairs 
Stratified Swiss Teams

Spring Bank Holiday
Congress
26 – 28 May

Crowne Plaza, Stratford-upon-Avon

Four-session
Swiss Teams

Organised by Warwickshire CBA on
behalf of the EBU

www.nationalswissteams.co.uk

Lambourne Jersey
Congress

27 April – 6 May
Westhill Country Hotel

Pre-Congress Pairs –BP
Swiss Pairs & Swiss Teams
Midweek Events –BP
Seniors Pairs & Teams

Schapiro Trophy
Punchbowl Consolation

Hamilton Cup

One-day Swiss Teams 

Two-day
Stratified Swiss Pairs

Riviera Congress
29 June – 1 July

Riviera Centre, Torquay

Player of
the Year

W/E Stratified Swiss Pairs
Four Stars Swiss Teams
One-day Swiss Pairs
Midweek Events –BP
Open Pairs & PAB –BP

Summer Festival
3 – 7 & 15 – 19 August
London & other venues

Schapiro Spring
Foursomes

4 – 8 May
Hilton Warwick

Stratford-upon-Avon

Player of
the Year

http://www.ebu.co.uk/competitions/lambourne-jersey-festival
http://www.ebu.co.uk/competitions/schapiro-spring-fours
http://www.nationalswissteams.co.uk
http://www.ebu.co.uk/competitions/spring-bank-holiday-congress
http://www.ebu.co.uk/competitions/riviera-congress
http://www.ebu.co.uk/competitions/scarborough
http://www.ebu.co.uk/competitions/summer-festival
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When Rudyard Kipling wrote his
memorable lines about meeting with
triumph and disaster, I don’t expect he

had in mind meeting those two impostors one after
another in repeated and rapid succession. But that
was only because he didn’t live long enough to see
this deal from the quarter-finals of the
Commonwealth Nations Championship, held on
Australia’s Gold Coast in February and superbly
hosted by the Bridge Association of Queensland.
England and Scotland had fought each other almost
to a standstill when, with England a dozen or so
IMPs ahead and four deals to play, board 29
appeared thus:

A triumph for the methods – East-West had
arrived in plus 130 territory, but…

Fortunes lost and gained

Great Bridge Disasters               by David Burn

click

link

Game All. Dealer North. 
´ J 10 8 3
™ A 10 9 4 
t Q 4
® Q J 8

´ A 7 4 2 ´ K Q 9
™ K 6 5 2 ™ Q 8 3
t 9 8 6 3 t A J 10 5 
® 4 ® A 9 5

´ 6 5
™ J 7
t K 7 2
® K 10 7 6 3 2

N
W      E

S

When England held the East-West cards, Steve
Eginton as East opened a strong no trump where he
played. He could amass no more than six tricks on 
a club lead, and Scotland had a useful plus 100. 
If their East-West pair could reach a diamond part
score and make it, the deficit would be halved 
and three boards would still remain. Follow the
developments from the point of view of the 
Scottish supporters, some of whom had stayed up
through the winter night to watch their compatriots
on BBO.

         West                       East
         Diamond                  Silverstone
                                        1t
         1™                           1NT
         3t

                                    

         West                       East
         Diamond                  Silverstone
                                        1t
         1™                           1NT
         3t                           3™

         3´                           3NT
            

         West                       East
         Diamond                  Silverstone
                                        1t
         1™                           1NT
         3t                           3™

         3´                           3NT
         4t                           5t
         Pass

                                         

. . . a disaster, for West seemed to have no real reason
to bid over this, but…

Who knew what this was? Only one top loser, but
were there really eleven tricks?

A heart lead would obviously defeat the contract
fairly swiftly, but one thing was sure: Brian
Callaghan as South wasn’t going to lead a heart
from ™J7 after his opponents had bid and raised the
suit. His actual selection was a spade, which
appeared favourable for Scotland since it would
enable declarer to take four spade tricks on power if
he needed them, but whether he had the entries, the
timing and the control to bring the contract home
was very difficult to see.

http://www.ebu.co.uk/biographies/david-burn
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Game All. Dealer North. 
´ 8 3
™ A 10 9 
t
®

´ A 7 ´ 9
™ K 6 5 ™ Q 8 3
t t 5 
® ®

´

™ J 7
t
® K 10 7

N
W      E

S

After thanking Diamond for his fine dummy,
Silverstone played quickly: spade to the king; ®A;
club ruff; diamond to the jack and king. Callaghan
continued spades, ensuring a fourth winner for
Silverstone, but still the entry situation was
precarious. Declarer ruffed a second club in the
dummy, led a trump to the queen and ace, drew the
last trump on which North threw a heart, and faced
this position:

The double-dummy merchants could now see
that if Silverstone played off his last diamond, Chris
Duckworth as North would have no good discard –
a spade would unblock those and a heart would
allow East to establish two tricks in those. But why
should Silverstone do that? If South had ™A,
declarer could simply cash ´9 and lead a heart
towards the king – to play off the trump would be
fatal, for South would have clubs to cash when in
with ™A. At any rate, the position was still finely
balanced between triumph and disaster when
Silverstone played a heart towards the table without
cashing either a spade or a diamond.

This was a disaster, for now North could break up
the ending by taking the ™K with ™A and returning
a spade to leave no communication for declarer to
cash both his spade tricks. But North, weary after
the long struggle, returned not a spade but a heart.
Winning with ™Q Silverstone at last played his
diamond, squeezing North in the majors, winning
the match, and proceeding to the semi-finals.      r

CONVINCED BY CORNWALL?

It may have been a hard winter in many parts of
England, but in West Cornwall it has been another
mild winter with no snow and only a handful of frosts.
So benign is winter that a group of keen bridge players
has recently formed an outdoor winter teams of four
league.  The Blue Bay Hackers1 play their matches on
the local blue-flag Carbis Bay beach, while the
Newquay Allsorts play their home matches on a grassy
promontory overlooking the magnificent Fistral beach
surfing paradise. Some players even take binoculars to
inspect at closer quarters the athletic surfers as they
take to the water! Players bring their own
refreshments, although one enterprising team has
organised a bakery to deliver hot pasties at half-time.

If you think it is time to make the move to a better
climate and a better lifestyle, look no further afield
than Cornwall. To help you make the decision, the
county is offering experienced bridge players
assistance with removal expenses  – £25 for Life
Masters and £50 for Grand Masters. This will be
incremented by £25 for a county qualified director. 

With 13 EBU affiliated clubs; an active winter
county programme;  and the opportunity to represent
Cornwall in regional and national events, can you
really resist?  Just go to www.bridgewebs/cornwall for
further information.
1Not to be confused with the Green Bay Packers, an NFL American football team.

Please recycle 
this magazine when you

have finished with it

http://www.bridgewebs.com/cornwall
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Law 27B1(a) and 27B1(b) are separate. If either part
applies then offender’s partner is not silenced.

Law 27B1(a): if the insufficient bid is corrected by the
lowest sufficient bid which specified the same
denomination(s) as that specified by the withdrawn
call, the auction proceeds . . .

It is only Law 27B1(b) that refers to comparable
calls but in this case, Law 27B1(a) applies so the
2NT replacement bid does not silence partner even
though it is not a comparable call.

There may be information from the 1NT bid (and
the replacement by 2NT) which constitutes
‘assistance gained through the infraction’ and Law
27D may well require an adjusted score.

Ask Robin                         Compiled by Robin Barker

click

link

Trouble at the table

Steve Mapstone  asked, ‘Could you please help
with the following situation? 

North East South West
1™ 2® 1NT (insufficient)

West did not accept South’s bid. Law 27B1(a)
implies a 2NT correction is acceptable without
further rectification?! However a 2NT bid can’t be
a Comparable bid for 1NT due to a differing point
count for each. Therefore does Law 27B2 take
precedence, and North is silenced?’ Bernice Bailey asked, ‘Hearts were trumps, I

was declarer, and at about trick three I led a
low club. West did not follow suit, but

played a spade. She thought this was the trump
suit. Dummy played a low club and East won the
trick with a higher club. West thought she had
won the trick with a trump card.  She should have
followed suit with a club, as she still had some. Her
partner East had won the trick.  When she told her
partner this, West realised that she still had clubs.

‘West then changed her spade card to a low club
and at this point I called the director. West/East
said they had won the trick anyway with the
higher club played by East, despite the revoke.

‘Presumably, because we spotted the revoke,
before playing the next suit it is not established?’

Douglas Childs asked, ‘I was declarer
playing in 3NT with three cards left to
play. I played the ace of hearts from

dummy to my hand but inadvertently faced the
king of hearts from my hand onto the table. I
immediately corrected my discard before LHO
had played, saying that I obviously didn’t intend to
play the ™K but the ™9 from my hand, with the
intention of playing the ™7 from dummy to my
™K [to the next trick].

‘Should I have been allowed to change my
discard on the first lead from dummy?’

It is very common for a revoke not to be established,
and can happen when partner asks ‘having none?’
and the revoke is discovered at the end of the trick.

In your case the revoke is not established: there is
no trick penalty (it does not matter who won the
trick).  The trick should be refaced, and West should
play one of her clubs instead of the spade.  Now you
have the option to change the card you played from
dummy; if you change the card, then East can
change their card.  These cards determine who won
the trick: presumably East wins.

West puts the spade face up on the table as a
major penalty card: to be played at the first legal
opportunity.  But East is on lead and subject to lead
penalties. You can require East to lead a spade, orDeclarer’s card is (deemed to be) played if it is: held

face up, touching or nearly touching the table; or
maintained in such a position as to indicate that it
has been played.  The king of hearts was faced on
the table so it is played.

Only if the king of hearts were dropped on the
table could declarer play a different card, but that is
not the case here.

http://www.ebu.co.uk/biographies/robin-barker
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Graham Boutell asked, ‘We had our normal
weekly duplicate bridge competition and
I queried that no Master Points were

awarded.  

‘The reason given was that we did not have
enough tables.  There were five tables (but there
was a missing pair).

‘Is that correct? I did not realise there was a
minimum number.’

Mary Cadman asked, ‘I would have given
a different ruling to a revoke problem at
our club last week. My understanding

of the procedure after the establishment of a
revoke (Law 64) is:

‘If the revoke card won the trick, then at the end
of play that trick plus one other is transferred to
the other side.

‘If the revoke card did not win the trick, but
other tricks were won by the offending side, then
only one trick is transferred.  If no tricks were won
after the revoke then no tricks are transferred.

‘The director ruled that, although the revoke
card did not win a trick, the card he should have
played did win a subsequent trick which therefore
counted as the revoke trick. We also won
subsequent tricks and so two tricks were
transferred.’

forbid East from leading a spade, in either case West
picks up the spade which is no longer a penalty
card. If you make no restriction on East, East can
lead what they like but the spade remains as a
penalty card.

This can get quite complicated, which is why the
TD must be called.

You have the law right. There is only two tricks
transferred if the revoke card won the revoke trick.

The bit in the laws about ‘the card he should have
played did win a subsequent trick’ was in the 1997
Laws but was removed in 2007-08 and remains
removed.  There are many TDs who continue to
rule from memory, without reading the law book,
and without a current law book.

Robin Barker is the EBU’s Deputy Chief
Tournament Director. He is editor of
the White Book and looks forward to

answering your questions. Please email
him – robin@ebu.co.uk.

The author, English Bridge and the EBU are
not responsible if the information provided is
incorrect or incomplete.

Yes there is a minimum number and the minimum
number of tables is detailed in the Licensing and
Master Points Handbook, but it depends on the type
of competition and the movement.

Five tables is enough to award master points even
if it was a two-winner movement.  But this must be
full tables: as you played a 4½-table two-winner
movement, this was not enough to award master
points.

The TD should be encouraged to play a one-
winner movement (such as a Mitchell but arrow-
switching the last round), when three (full) tables
would be enough to award Master Points.   r 

RANKED MASTERS PAIRS

Seven pairs were victorious towards the end of
February in championships aimed at those with
specific Master Point rankings.

The Ranked Masters Pairs at Daventry featured
six of these events, and the winners were:

Premier Grand Masters Pairs:
Tony Waterlow & Waseem Naqvi

Grand Masters Pairs
John Atthey & Ankush Khandelwal

Premier Life Masters Pairs
Tom Dessain & Tugrul Kaban

Life Masters Pairs
Andrew Conway & Rob Corrie

National Masters Pairs
Heather Bakhshi & Claire Robinson

Regional Masters Pairs
Mike Vetch & John Dowbiggin

The Masters Pairs, for those ranked below
Regional Master, was held at multiple venues
around the country, and scored nationally. The
winners were Eduard Malkhassyan & Kostadin
Vasilev, who played at Richmond BC, as did
second placed Richard Collins & Rhonda Collins.
Geoffrey Herbert & Steven Simmons, who played
at West Midlands Bridge Club, finished third.

http://www.ebu.co.uk/node/3037
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Tax Freedom Day is when the workers in Great
Britain stop earning money to pay the taxman and
start earning money for themselves. In 2017 it was
the 11th June. 
There is a similar concept for regular bridge

partnerships. Start the year with a well-stocked
system card, and tick off each convention as it is
played. Any that you haven’t used by 14th July,
designated by the EBU as Convention Redundancy
Day, should be abandoned immediately.
By the way, have you heard Ron Klinger's advice

on Gerber? Give it up for 25 years and see if you
miss it.

By the way, talking of statistics, my partner keeps
bidding ridiculous slams, the sort that need a 2-2
trump break, and two finesses. Whenever I
complain he says, ‘It was a 50-50 contract – either it
makes or it doesn’t.’
And here’s another statistic for you: Did you

know that 4NT contracts are more likely to be
successful than 3NT contracts? But don’t be fooled
into thinking that every time you end in 3NT you
should bid one more to improve your chances of a
good score.

MARIETTA A of Richmond says her regular
partner complains that they play too many
conventions, and asks about the best way to
reduce them.

RANGY R from Wimbledon writes to say, ‘My
partner told me about Michaels Cue Bids just
before we played last night. On the third board I
held:

´5 ™5 tK Q 9 8 7 5 4 ®Q 6 4 3 

My right hand opponent dealt and opened 1t. I
bid 2t, which my partner alerted. When asked, he
said it showed 5-5 in the majors. I felt so proud.
Who would have thought I would hold exactly ´5
™5 so soon!’

CAMILLA W of Fulham tells me that some of her
friends snigger at her because she still plays a weak
no-trump.

PETRENA W of Stourport asks if I have any
advice on tri-bids.

Stick by your guns, Camilla. First of all, holding 12-
14 points is almost exactly twice as likely as holding 
15-17 points. Second, a weak no trump has
tremendous pre-emptive value; an opponent will
happily bid 1´ over 1® with a five card suit and an
eight count, but will be nervous about bidding 2´
over 1NT. But you must have a good wriggle for
when you are doubled, to minimise the number of
times you concede a large penalty.
I kept statistics for every time my partner or I

opened a weak no trump in 2017. I played 2091
boards in total, of which 231 (11%) were opened
1NT by my partnership. Our no trump openings
scored, on average, 3.87% more than the boards on
which we didn’t open 1NT. My actuarial chum tells
me this is extremely significant, and unlikely to be
just due to chance.
If the strong no trump is your weapon of choice,

perhaps you would like to keep statistics for a year
and let me know the results.

I notice you don’t tell us what happened after that,
Rangy. I suppose your partner bid a ropey old major
suit. What a hog! I reckon you would have done
pretty well in 2t. 

Ask Simon
Bridge with a Twist                 by Simon Cochemé

click

link

Bi-bids are where the same bid means different

things, both of them correct, depending on the

convention you are playing. For example, suppose

you open 2´ with:

´Q J 9 8 7 5 ™K Q 5 tJ 3 2 ®8

and your partner bids 2NT, an enquiry. A 3™ bid

from you would show ‘poor suit, good points’ if

you were playing Ogust, and would show a heart

http://www.ebu.co.uk/biographies/simon-cocheme


SENIOR EUROPEAN TRIALS

Two teams qualified for the second stage of trials
to represent  England in the Senior European
Championships. The play-off took place in
March. Team Shelley – beat Team Hackett in the
final in a close contest that rested on a big swing
to Shelley in just one stanza. Hackett recovered
some ground in the last two sessions but failed to
catch up. Peter Shelley’s team included Rob Cliffe,
Alan Mayo, Trevor Ward, Malcolm Pryor and
David Muller. Paul Hackett’s team comprised
John Hassett, David Mossop, Gunnar Hallberg,
John Holland and Brian Senior. 
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KATRINA F of Street writes, ‘When the
BridgeMate says 'Bye', can we go home?’

´ A K 10 9 7 6 5 ´ J 8 4
™ A 9 ™ K 7 2
t A t 9 7 5 4
® A Q 5 ® K 9 3

W      E

               West                       East
               2®                           2t
               2´                           3´

               4®                           4™

               4NT                        5®

               5NT                        ?

stopper if you were playing ‘feature ask’. So, if you
didn’t know which 2NT convention you are playing
– lucky you!
Tri-bids are much rarer. If your left hand

opponent opens 1™ and partner bids 4NT, is he
asking for number of aces, specific aces, or your
better minor? The only time it happened to me, 5®
was the correct response to all three questions –
lucky me!

I think Petrena might have been asking about
‘try’ or ‘trial’ bids, but you seem to be in full flow.

Ed 

That was an example of where the same bid could
mean three different things. Here is an example of
three different bids meaning the same thing:

The auction starts well; West has a big hand and
East shows some spade support and values. Cue bids
in clubs and hearts are exchanged. It won’t have
come as a surprise to West that East had no aces, and
then he asks about kings. 
There are three systems of responses to 5NT –

each of which results in a different bid. Playing the
traditional pre-Thatcherite ‘number of kings’
response, East bids 6™. If you have agreed to show
your lowest king, quite a popular method, East’s bid
is 6®. A modern expert treatment is to show the
king you have or, if you have two kings, show the
one you don’t have. So here the correct bid is 6t.
(This last one is not an April Fool, although I
thought it was when I first read about it on 1 April
2004 in Andrew Robson’s column in The Times. Six
months later Tommy Garvey and John Carroll used
it to win the prize for the Best Bid Hand at the
Lederer, on their way to winning the trophy for
Ireland.) 
On this particular layout all three methods are

successful. Over a 6™ response (showing two kings),
opener knows responder has ®K from his failure to

cue bid diamonds, and can bid the grand with
confidence. Similarly, over the 6® response
(showing the king of clubs), opener already knows
that partner holds the king of hearts (or a
singleton), and can leap to 7´. Lastly, the 6t bid
(got it or haven’t got it) tells declarer what he needs
to know: responder has the kings of clubs and hearts
(because he doesn’t have the king of diamonds!). If
you hadn’t agreed what responses you were playing
to 5NT, well, I am sure you will be discussing it
before you play again – you might not be so
fortunate next time!
Now go back and look at the auction and see what

opener can deduce if he hasn’t taken a scenic detour
with the 4® cue bid on the way to Blackwood. In
that case the answer to the 5NT question will be
imprecise with all three methods. An omni-
shambles!

What a wonderful image you conjure up, Katrina:
There’s a half-table movement where each North-
South pair is told ‘BYE’ when the missing East-West
pair are due at their table. So they get up and leave.
It would be like the von Trapp children leaving the
stage one at a time at the end of The Sound of Music.
                  r

WEARSIDE BRIDGEATHON

Good luck to Wearside Bridge Club which is

holding a 24 hour Bridgeathon on 6-7 May. All

money raised will go to Age Concern, Alzheimer’s

and MacMillan. www.bridgewebs.com/wearside/

http://www.ebu.co.uk/node/3048
http://www.bridgewebs.com/wearside
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                        ´   Q J 7               
                        ™   J 9 6 3            
                        t   9 4 3            
       ®  K 9 7
  ´  A 10 5 3                             ´  9 4   
  ™ A K 10                                ™ Q 8 7 5 4 2
  t K J 10 2                              t A 7
  ® 8 4                                     ® J 10 3
                         ´   K 8 6 2           
                        ™   –                     
                        t   Q 8 6 5        
       ®  A Q 6 5 2

All our deals will come from the England Senior trials for
the Teltscher Trophy, with many big names participating.
Here Sandra Penfold (playing a 12-14 no trump and 4-card
majors) opens 1™. With a weaker hand, Norman Selway
might have responded 2™ on his 3-card support. He
responds 1´ instead and is rewarded when partner rebids
1NT, showing 15-17. I like 1NT better than 2t, despite the
singleton spade. 

Selway bids a check-back 2® and finds that East holds
five hearts. He makes a game-try with 3™ and is raised to
game. Declarer wins the diamond lead with the t8 and
eventually loses one trump and two clubs for a fine +620.
At the other table Alan Mould opens 1™ and Gary Hyatt
raises to 2™, ending the auction. Eleven tricks are made on
a club lead and it is 9 IMPs to Penfold.

Awards: 4™ (10), 3NT (6), part-scores (4).

1.Game All. Dealer South

Beat Today’s Experts
click

link

2. Love All. Dealer North Barry Myers did not like his hand for a second-seat weak

two. What should he respond to partner’s double of 1®?

His choice of 3™ is exactly right. It does not show a better

hand than 2™; it shows a more shapely hand. Robert

Sheehan raised to game and there were no problems in the

play. +420.  

West               North           East               South
Forrester            Hyatt              Kendrick           Mould

                                Pass               2t                  Pass
         2NT                Pass               3®                 Dble
         3™                  All Pass

David Kendrick opened with a multi and Tony Forrester

asked for further information with his 2NT relay. 3®

indicated hearts and a lower-range hand. Alan Mould

doubled 3® for the lead and Forrester’s 3™ was passed out.

+170 and 6 IMPs to Mould.

Awards:  4™ (10), part-scores (5).

                        ´   J 8 3 2            
                        ™   A 7 4 2           
                        t   6                  
       ®  A 8 4 2 
  ´  Q 7 5 4                              ´  A   
  ™ Q 8 5                                 ™ K J 10 9 6
  t K J 3 2                                t A 9 8 7
  ® J 10                                    ® K 7 6
                         ´   K 10 9 6         
                        ™   3                    
                        t   Q 10 5 4      
       ®  Q 9 5 3

West         North        East          South
Selway        Myers          Penfold       Sheehan
                                                   Pass
Pass           Pass            1™             Pass
1´             Pass            1NT          Pass
2®            Pass            2™             Pass
3™             Pass            4™             All Pass

by David Bird
ANSWERS TO PROBLEMS ON PAGE 24

N
W      E

S

West         North         East          South
Sheehan     Selway         Myers         Penfold
                Pass            Pass           1®
Dble         Pass            3™             Pass
4™            All Pass       

N
W      E

S

http://www.ebu.co.uk/biographies/david-bird
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3.N/S Game. Dealer East

responded 3™.  Happy that West had not bid 3t, Robinson
celebrated with a raise to 4™. His partner might hold little
of value, yes, but there were also many hands where 4™
would be worthwhile. In fact declarer went down. After
winning the tK lead, he might have succeeded by cashing
the ™A before crossing to the ´A to play a club. This would
assist him when North subsequently led a third round of
diamonds.

West               North           East               South
Sheehan            Gisborne         Myers               Davies

                                                     1®                 1´
         Dble               Pass               3™                  Pass
         4™                  All Pass          

Sandy Davies’ 1´ overcall gave East/West more room.
Sheehan entered with a negative double and Myers showed
his values with a jump to 3™, raised to game. Barry Myers
ducked the ´K lead, won the next trick with the ´J and
played a club to the king and ace. A third spade was ruffed
by North but Myers discarded the t8 and had ten tricks.

Awards: 4™ (10), part-scores (6), 2´ dbled by South (1).

                        ´   9 2                 
                        ™   Q 9 6              
                        t   K Q J 5 4      
       ®  9 8 7 
  ´  A J 5                                   ´  8 6   
  ™ J 8 7 5 3                             ™ A K 10 4
  t 10 9 7 2                             t A 8
  ® 4                                        ® K Q 10 6 5
                         ´   K Q 10 7 4 3  
                        ™   2                    
                        t   6 3               
       ®  A J 3 2

West        North        East               South
Solomon    Mould          Robinson         Hyett
                                  1®                 2´
Pass          Pass            Dble               Pass
3™            Pass            4™                 All Pass

4.Game All. Dealer South
Mossop faces Davies. Paul Hackett is happy to reverse on his
low point-count with great shape. He then rebids the spades
to suggest 5-6 shape. Brian Senior’s 4® shows a club control
with spades agreed (he would have bid 3™ at his previous
turn to agree hearts). West cue-bids in hearts, since a cue-
bid in partner’s diamonds should promise the ace or king,
not a shortage. Senior decides that he has done enough and
the reasonable spade slam is missed. After a trump lead,
Hackett draws trumps and leads the ™J. South covers and
the slam is claimed.

         West               North           East               South
          Robinson           Burn               Solomon          Mossop
                                                                          Pass
         1™                  2®                2t                  Pass
         2™                  Pass              2´     Pass 
         4NT                Pass              5´                  Pass
         6´                   Pass              6NT               All Pass

Robinson is not prepared to reverse on so few points.
When partner bids his 3-card spades, he bids RKCB and
then 6´. Nervous that this is a 4-3 fit, Solomon corrects to
6NT. Here the ™J is not covered but is run anyway. That’s
+1440 and a 13 IMP swing.    

Awards: 6´ (10), 6NT (8), games (6).                            Cont/. . .

                        ´   6 3 2              
                        ™   6                    
                        t   K Q 2           
       ®  A Q 9 8 6 2 
  ´  K J 9 7 5                             ´  A Q 4     
  ™ A K 10 7 5 3                       ™ J 9
  t 6                                        t A J 10 7 4 3 
  ® 10                                     ® K J
                         ´   10 8               
                        ™   Q 8 4 2           
                        t   9 8 5            
       ®  7 5 4 3

West           North          East       South
P Hackett       Davies           B Senior   Gisborne
                                                    Pass
1™               2®               2t         Pass
2´               Pass             3®         Pass
3´               Pass             4®         Pass
4™               Pass             4´          All Pass

N
W      E

S

N
W      E

S

Mould faced Davies and both sides did well
to reach 4™ here. Warren Solomon could
not speak over 2´ and Dave Robinson re-
opened with a double. West’s hand was no
better than his partner might expect and he
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5.N/S Game. Dealer South
Playing a 12-14 1NT, Solomon has to respond at the two-
level to avoid missing a game opposite 15-17 (a
disadvantage of playing the weak no-trump). When
Robinson reverses, Solomon jumps to 3NT, hoping to
indicate a good heart stop and no interest in partner’s
suits. Perhaps the message was not read because West
advances to 4t. East then feels obliged to cue-bid his ace.
When West finds that an ace (the ®A) is missing, should
he not bid 5t?  

The slam goes one down and Hackett/Senior pick up 10
IMPs for their straightforward 1t – 1NT – 2´ – 3NT
auction.

Awards:  3NT (10), 4NT (9), 5t (6), slams (1).

  ´  A J 5 4                           ´  9 8 6
  ™ K Q                               ™  A J 2
  t A K 8 6 5 4                    t  10 3
  ® Q                                  ®  K J 10 9 2

West            North         East             South
Robinson       Burn             Solomon       Mossop
                                                         Pass
1t               Pass             2®               Pass
2´                Pass             3NT             Pass
4t               Pass             4™               Pass
4NT             Pass             5®               Pass
6t               All Pass

6.N/S Game. Dealer West Selway raises spades and Penfold, with only a 4-card suit,
offers 3NT. Sheehan leads the ™Q from 

´J 10 8 6  ™Q J 9 7 6 5 4 2  t 10. 

Declarer wins and clears the diamonds for +400.  

West               North           East               South
Hyett                 Kendrick          Mould              Forrester

         1t                  2®                Dble               2™
         3t                  Pass               3™                  Dble
         3NT                Dble              All Pass

Hyett collects the same nine tricks for +550 and 4 IMPs. 

Penfold won the trials by just 2 VPs over Davies and will
represent England in the Teltscher Trophy.
Congratulations to Sandra Penfold and Norman Selway,
who were the top-ranked pair in the Butler cross-imping. 

Awards:  3NT (10), 4NT (7), 5® (3).

  ´  K 9 3                             ´  A 7 5 4
  ™ 3                                   ™  A K
  t A K 7 5 3 2                    t  9 8 4
  ® K J 2                              ®  9 7 4 3

West         North         East           South
Selway       Myers           Penfold       Sheehan
1t            Pass             1´             3™
3´             Pass             3NT           All Pass

BBO covered just two matches of these trials due to technical problems, so I could only choose my deals

from them. Sorry about that. Our senior experts scored 47 out of 60, difficult for you to beat perhaps.

Let’s search for some tips. 

TIPS TO REMEMBER

•  It is essential to play a check-back method opposite a 1NT rebid. Some use 2® even if partner

opened 1®. Others use 2t (game-forcing) and 2® on invitational hands. A third method is to use

the ‘other minor’, 2t when partner opened 1®, 2® when they opened 1t.

•  A double-jump in response to a take-out double (such as 1® – Dble – Pass ‒ 3™) shows a long suit

but not a particularly strong hand.

•  When partner reverses and you jump to 3NT, this does not promise extra values. You indicate good
stoppers in the unbid suit and little interest in a slam.                                                                        r

W      E

W      E



http://www.ebu.co.uk/bridge-warehouse
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       West          North        East        South
       Carroll        Dyke           Garvey     Byrne
       1t             1´              Pass         2t
       Pass           4´              All Pass

      West         North       East           South
      Hinden       Hanlon       Osborne     McGann
      1t            1´             3t             3´

      4t            4´             All Pass

Game All. Dealer West. 
´ K Q 9 7 2
™ 9 5 4 2 
t K
® A K 3

´ A J 6 ´ 5 4
™ A J 3 ™ Q 10 6
t Q J 8 7 3 2 t 10 9 6 4 
® 5 ® 10 9 8 6

´ 10 8 3
™ K 8 7
t A 5
® Q J 7 4 2

N
W      E

S

       West          North        East        South
       Goodman   Dyke           Coyne      Byrne
                                          3t           3´

       Pass           4t             Pass         4NT
       Pass           5™              Pass         6´

       All Pass

Love All. Dealer East. 
´ A 6
™ K Q 10 6 2 
t 3
® A J 10 8 7

´ 8 3 ´ Q 9 4
™ A J 9 8 5 4 ™ 7
t 7 2 t Q J 10 9 8 5 4
® 5 4 2 ® 9 6

´ K J 10 7 5 2
™ 3
t A K 6
® K Q 3

N
W      E

S

The first weekend of the 2018 Camrose
Trophy was contested at La Mon in Belfast.
England faced Ireland in the second round

and there was interesting play on this deal:

A killing lead of the ™Q (or ™10) was difficult to
find. Kieran Dyke won Tommy Garvey’s t10 with
the king and led the king of trumps from his hand.
The winning defence was for West to allow this to
win! John Carroll is a fine player but he does not
have supernatural powers. He won with the ace and
returned his singleton club. Dyke rose with the ace
and drew a second round of trumps with the queen.
When he turned to the clubs, Carroll ruffed the ®K
with the ´J and cashed the ™A. Declarer had the
remainder for +620. 

Why does a hold-up of the ´A by West give the
defenders a chance? Let’s say that declarer continues
with the ´Q, hoping to pin East’s ´J. West wins with
the ace and can then switch to hearts. He gives a
trick to dummy’s ™K, yes, but the defenders will
score two trumps and two hearts.

Graham Osborne led the t10, as at the other
table, and Tom Hanlon started well by winning with
dummy’s tA, beating his own tK. He led the ´3,
Frances Hinden playing the ´6, and now had to
finesse the ´9 to make the contract. Since West had
opened the bidding, he preferred to rise with the
´K. Hinden won the low trump continuation with
the ´J and cashed the ´A. Declarer ruffed the tQ
return and had only nine tricks: three trumps, five
clubs and one diamond. It was 12 IMPs to England.

It’s time for a slam deal, you think? Right.
England faced the second Ireland team (CBAI) in
match 4.    

Year of the Snow Blitz
2018 Camrose Trophy                by David Bird

click

link

http://www.ebu.co.uk/biographies/david-bird
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       West          North        East        South
       Bayer          Jagger         Ash          Allerton
                                          Pass         1t
       3™             Pass            Pass         Dble
       All Pass

Game All. Dealer East. 
´ 8 6 3 2
™ Q J 8 5 
t A J 4
® 10 2

´ 5 ´ A J 9 7
™ A 10 9 7 6 3 2 ™ –
t 8 t 9 7 5 3 2
® A 5 4 3 ® J 9 8 6

´ K Q 10 4
™ K 4
t K Q 10 6
® K Q 7

N
W      E
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Peter Goodman led the ™A and switched to the
t7, won with the ace. Missing five trumps to the
queen, it is normal to finesse the pre-emptor’s
partner for the queen. Here West could be expected
to hold five more non-diamonds than East.

Michael Byrne was struck by the fact that West
had not played another heart at trick 2. West knew
from the Blackwood sequence that declarer would
hold the tA. Why had he not tried to give partner a
heart ruff? It seemed to Byrne that West must hold
six hearts. In that case East and West would hold
five black cards each and it was an even guess who
would hold the ´Q.

Byrne led the ®3 to the ®A and called for the ™K.
When East declined to ruff, declarer discarded the
t6 from his hand and continued with ace and
another trump, finessing the jack. This excellent
piece of card reading gave England 11 IMPs when
CBAI stopped in 5® at the other table.

I am left wondering whether declarer would have
made the slam if East had blithely ruffed the ™K
with the ´4. Might declarer not then have
overruffed and run the ´J?  

Our last deal comes from match 5 between
England and Scotland. Both Wests played in 3™
doubled. Which side would write the bigger penalty
into their plus column?

Chris Jagger made a good start by leading the tA.
The only continuation to ensure two down is a
spade switch and he duly found it, declarer winning
the ´6 with dummy’s ace. After ruffing a spade in
his hand, Arend Bayer had ten cards left and the
lead of only one of them would mean three down
instead of two down. Unfortunately, it was perhaps
the most natural card to play – the ™A. When the
ace drew two spot cards declarer continued with the
™10, covered by North’s jack and South’s king. 

Declarer ruffed the tK, continuing with ace and
another club to the 10, jack and South’s queen. He
ruffed the tQ return and cleared the club suit.
Jeffrey Allerton then led his last diamond to
perform a defensive trump coup (with North’s ™J-8
poised over declarer’s ™9-7). The defenders scored
the last three tricks for a splendid +800.

The second weekend, due to be played in Dublin,
was cancelled because of the heavy snows in early
March. BGB have rescheduled the second weekend
for early April.             r

    West       North      East          South
    Hinden     Short        Osborne    Goodman
                                   Pass          1t
    3™           Pass         Pass          Dble
    All Pass

Brian Short made the less effective opening lead
of the ®10, trapping his partner’s honours in the
suit. The resultant penalty was then only 200 for
one down and England gained 12 IMPs. West played
in 3™ doubled at all six Camrose tables, five of the
declarers escaping for only one down.

England beat CBAI, Northern Ireland and
Scotland, losing narrowly to Ireland and Wales.
After the first weekend, they headed the field:

1st ENGLAND 64.03 VPs

2nd CBAI 59.10 VPs

3rd IRELAND 53.47 VPs

4th WALES 48.01 VPs

5th N. IRELAND 40.34 VPs

6th SCOTLAND 35.05 VPs
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Choose from: (a) ´A/K; (b) ´6; (c) ™3; (d) a diamond.

(a) ´A/K: 10 marks. Sometimes you lead low from
a suit like this in order to preserve

communications. But here partner has passed

your opening bid and you have a quick entry in

the heart ace, so that is all irrelevant. What is

relevant is that 1NT in the protective position

does not promise a stop. Here declarer had 10 x x

and dummy Q x so you were not tested on what

to do at trick 2 . . .

(b) ´6: 6 marks. I would always lead a spade on this
hand, but fourth highest here is nowhere near as
good as the spade A/K for the reasons given above.

(c) ™3: 3 marks.Well, yes OK, partner will have some
hearts since the opposition have shown no interest
in them, but it is long odds against partner having
hearts good enough to be set up and cashed.

(d) a diamond: 3 marks. The same comments as in
(c) above apply here, but even more so.

Choose from: (a) a spade; (b) ™K/5; (c) a diamond; (d) ®4.

A wild auction which partner has concluded with a
double. So, not many imps riding on this opening
lead then!

(a) a spade: 1mark. Just exactly what is this going to
achieve? Does it sound like the opposition are
going to need lots of ruffs on this auction? And if
partner has the ace of trumps it very rarely runs
away!

(b) ™K/5: 3 marks. If you believe the opposition ran-
domly punt grand slams with a loser in the oppo-
nents’ suit, you must play in some strange games.
Declarer is about 100% likely to have a heart void.
And this does not take into account why partner
has doubled this grand slam. Surely not because
they have the heart ace. It is because of this . . .

(c) a diamond: 10 marks. When partner doubles a
freely bid slam, particularly a grand slam, either
they have it off in their own hand and you can lead
the convention card for all they care, or it is

IMP scoring
on all hands
(teams)

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE WINNERS: 

Master:   Lars McBride                                              Open:   Dave Simmons
              London                                                                   Buntingford

Sponsored by

Answers to February’s Problems click

link

by Alan Mould

Hand 1
 ´   A K J 6 5 2
 ™   A 5 3
 t   8 7 2
 ®   6

         South       West       North    East
                         1´           Pass        Pass
         1NT1         Pass         3NT       All Pass
      1 10-15

Hand 2
 ´   5 4 3
 ™   K 10 8 5 2
 t   8 5 3 2
 ®   4

         South       West       North    East
         1´            Pass         2t         3™1

         4™            6™           6´          Pass
         7´            Pass         Pass        Dble
         All Pass
      1 Weak

http://www.ebu.co.uk/biographies/alan-mould
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Lightner and they want you to make an unusual
lead. This auction screams for a diamond lead, and
frankly to do anything else is an insult to partner.
Partner ruffs, and we all put our cards away.

(d) ®4: 5 marks. If you forced me not to lead a
diamond I suppose this would be my next choice.
Some will argue that this is also an unusual lead
and partner may be doubling with the club ace.
No! This auction is almost a command to lead a
diamond so if partner has the club ace they just
have to Pass (in tempo of course) and hope you
are inspired enough to lead a club (which you may
well do as a heart is not standing up).

Hand 3
 ´   J 7 2
 ™   Q
 t   8 5 4 3 2
 ®   K 10 9 2

         South       West       North    East
         1®            Pass         1t         Pass
         1™            Pass         1´1                 Pass
         2´2          Pass         3™          Pass
         4®3           Pass         4NT4            Pass
         5™5                    Pass         6™          All Pass
1 Fourth suit forcing, 2 natural 3Cue bid 4RKCB, 
5 Two keycards without the ™Q

Choose from: (a) ´2; (b) ™Q; (c) a diamond; (d) ®10/2.

This hand was held by our esteemed editor who
kindly sent it to me. We have a particularly
unappetising collection of leads. What is the best of
a bad job?

(a) ´2: 5 marks. The problem with this lead is that
we know that declarer has four spades (and is
either 4-4-1-4 or 4-4-0-5) and dummy has hearts
and diamonds. You can easily imagine situations
where partner has say Q x x of spades and this lead
does in your trick in the suit.

(b) ™Q: 10 marks. The opposition are almost
certainly in a 4-4 fit so partner has four trumps.
S/he may well not appreciate this lead,
particularly if they have a holding such as J x x x
or 10 x x x. However, the contract could well
make on a sort of cross ruff, the heart lead may
damage communications, and your club holding
means the suit will not set up easily. I think that
on balance it is the least likely to be costly.

(c) a diamond: 7 marks. This lead is nowhere near
as safe as it looks. Remember that declarer has at

most one diamond. If you lead an ‘honest’ card
here you will tell declarer how the suit is lying and
s/he may be able to take ruffing finesses against
partner, and if you lead a card suggesting an
honour declarer may not believe you anyway.
Plus, partner’s honours are relatively short and so
may ruff out if you help declarer do this.

(d) ®10/2: 1 mark. This is a truly horrible lead,
straight round into declarer’s first suit.   r

Why not take advantage of Alan’s
expertise and send in hands where the
lead has foxed you? Email the editor,
lou@ebu.co.uk and if suitable, Alan
would be delighted to use them.

SEND IN YOUR LEAD
CONUNDRUMS

WOMEN'S ONLINE SPRING
BRIDGE FESTIVAL

The 2018 Women's Online Spring Bridge Festival
will take on Bridge Base Online place from 9-15
April. It is run by the WBF and the overall winner
will receive entry and accommodation for
themselves and the partner of their choice at the
Women’s Pairs Championship in Orlando, in
September.

If you take part let us know how you get on. If
you enjoy playing online please look at the games
which we run on Funbridge three times a week.

ZIA PROVES A BIG DRAW

Cheltenham Bridge club hosted a lunch and
bridge seminar with Zia Mahmood. Eighty
people enjoyed Zia’s stories, quiz and workshop.
£600 was raised for the new lift being installed in
the club. People travelled from as far afield as
Oxfordshire and Cornwall to the session. Zia was
made a life member of the club.

ONE COPY PER HOUSEHOLD
In order to cut waste and costs the EBU is
sending just one copy of English Bridge to each
household unless members request otherwise, in
which case please get in touch.

http://www.ebu.co.uk/node/3036
http://www.ebu.co.uk/node/2997
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Hand 2 ´ Q 9 3
™ 5 2
t A Q 10 9 6 3
® A 7

´ K 6 ´ J 10 8 5 2
™ Q 10 9 8 4 3 ™ K 7
t 7 t K 8 2
® J 10 6 2 ® Q 5 4

´ A 7 4
™ A J 6
t J 5 4 
® K 9 8 3

Hand 1 ´ K 5 2
™ K J
t A 9 6 5 4
® J 9 6

´ – ´ J 8 7 6 3
™ Q 10 8 5 2 ™ A 9 6 3
t J 2 t K Q 10
® 10 7 5 4 3 2 ® 8

´ A Q 10 9 4
™ 7 4
t 8 7 3
® A K Q

N
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Though West may have led from either the ™A
or the ™Q, it is generally considered to be a losing
strategy to ‘lead away from an ace’ against a suit
contract. One reason is that if dummy or declarer
has a singleton then you might never win your ace.

So, you should assume that East has the ™A and
play the ™J from dummy.  East wins the ™A, and as
long as you avoid a spade loser you will have 10
winners. Say East switches to clubs at trick two. You
win in hand, and start playing spades. Does it
matter which order you choose to play them?

It pays to guard against uneven splits.  If West has
long spades, you are likely to lose a trick to the ´J,
but if East has long spades you can finesse them at
any point. What if East has ´Jxxxx?  Spades will
need to be finessed twice, so you should start by
leading the ´4 to the ´K. When West discards, lead
the ´2 to the ´9, assuming East plays low.

Now cross to a winner in dummy and lead the ´5
to the ´10.  The ´A and the ´Q should be cashed
before playing out your remaining winners. 

If West has the tK you will not have a problem
(assuming you lead the tJ from your hand), but if
East has the tK you may not be able to prevent him
from winning the lead.

So, if you win the ™A and lead the tJ, your
contract will be defeated if East wins the tK and
returns a heart, as West’s ™Q will beat your ™J and
West will then take the rest of his hearts. 

Can anything be done to prevent this? 

West is assumed to hold six hearts, and East
therefore has just two hearts, so you should let the
™K win the first trick. East will no doubt return the
™7 and you can win the ™A. As before, you continue
with the tJ. However, when East wins the tK, he
can no longer play a heart, so will try a spade
instead. At this point your target is in sight, so do
not be tempted by the possibility of winning an
extra trick with dummy’s ´Q. 

Win your ´A and you can play out nine winners
before you have to lose the lead again. 

Heffalump Traps                      by David Bakhshi

You are in 3NT. West leads the ™10, after
opening a weak two in hearts. East plays the ™K. 

Having brushed aside West’s preemptive opening
bid, you must now aim to achieve your target
without giving West the opportunity to win with
five of his hearts. 

You start with just five top tricks, but four extra
tricks can be guaranteed in diamonds. 

You are in 4´, and West leads the ™5. 
You reach a 4´ contract that is likely to be

duplicated at the other table. With two certain losers
in diamonds, it appears that the fate of your
contract hinges on your decision at the first trick.  If
East has the ™A Q there is nothing you can do, but
if he has only one of these cards, you will need to
guess which one to avoid two losers in the suit.

Answers from
page 12

click

link

N
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http://www.ebu.co.uk/biographies/david-bakhshi
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Hand 4 ´ A K J 3
™ 8 7
t A 7 4 3
® K Q 6

´ 9 6 4 ´ 10 8 7 5
™ K Q J 9 5 2 ™ 6 4 3
t 6 t Q 9 8
® 8 5 2 ® 10 9 7

´ Q 2
™ A 10
t K J 10 5 2
® A J 4 3

Hand 3 ´ 5
™ 10 6 3
t 8 5 2
® K Q 10 9 6 4

´ K J 9 6 3 ´ 10 7 4 2
™ J 8 ™ Q 9 7 4 2
t 9 7 6 3 t A
® 8 3 ® A 7 2

´ A Q 8
™ A K 5
t K Q J 10 4
® J 5
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You are in 3NT. West leads the ´6, and East
plays the ´10. 
Though you have a very promising hand, and

dummy has a strong club suit, your contract is not
guaranteed to succeed, so careful planning might
allow you to pick up a swing.

You only have three top tricks, but West’s spade
lead ensures a second spade trick, so you need to
win five more tricks from the minor suits. 

If dummy had an entry outside of clubs it would
be easy, since five tricks could be made by forcing

out the ®A, but if the defenders win the ®A on the
second round of clubs then you will be stranded
from the rest of dummy’s clubs. If instead you tackle
diamonds, you will only have four winners once the
tA has been forced out (assuming they do not split
5-0). So, you should seek to make a combined total
of five tricks. Does it matter which suit you try first?

Say you lead a high diamond from your hand at
trick two, then East can win the tA and return a
spade. Even if you delay winning the ´A till the
third round, when you turn to clubs, East can win
the ®A and return a spade, allowing the defenders
to win a total of three spade tricks and two minor
suit aces. There is a better plan that you can follow. 

Look what happens if you lead the ®J at trick
two. If East wins the ®A and returns a spade, you
can win the ´A and lead the ®5 to win five club
tricks, so East will have to duck the ®A to give the
defenders a chance to beat you. Having won a club
trick, you now only need four more tricks, so leave
clubs alone and lead a high diamond at trick three,
planning to keep playing diamonds until the
defenders win the tA. You can now win the spade
return and cash the rest of your diamonds to
achieve your nine trick target. 

You are in 6NT. West leads the ™K having made
a weak jump overcall in hearts.

While you have plenty of aces and kings, you only
have a combined 32 points, so there is a possibility
that they will not bid a slam at the other  table.  That
means there are a lot of points at stake!

You have 11 top tricks, and if you knew which
opponent held the tQ you could guarantee making
the contract. However, following the ™K lead, an
unsuccessful guess in diamonds will leave you
staring at defeat and the likely loss of a bundle of
points.  Can you handle the pressure efficiently?

When faced with a tricky decision, such as which
way to finesse diamonds, a good principle is to delay
the decision for as long as possible. If you win the
™A and try diamonds immediately then everything
will depend on which opponent you play to hold
the tQ. Though you might suspect that East is
more likely to have diamond length, you are only
missing four diamonds, so it is still possible that
West is short in one of the black suits, and actually
holds the diamond length. It costs nothing to play
out spade and club winners to see what happens.
West is assumed to hold six hearts, so there are only
seven cards to account for, yet you have eight black
suit winners that you can play, so as long as you
watch West’s cards carefully then you will be able to
judge the diamond suit.

If West follows to seven black suit tricks, he will
have no diamonds. If he follows to six rounds, then
he will have at most one diamond. If he has only five
black cards, then you can play for the tQ to drop,
and if he has four black cards, then you can cash the
tK and finesse West’s tQ. In this deal, West will
reveal six black cards, and therefore only one
diamond, so you can play the tA, then lead back
towards the tJ.                                                          r
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We would like to
introduce David
Emerson who has

recently joined our team
based at HQ, Aylesbury.  In
his new role as EBED
Education & Youth Officer,
David is responsible for
looking after the day to day
operation and development

of both EBTA and Youth services.  When asked what
he is looking forward to the most, David answered
‘Having learnt how to play bridge from a young age
myself, and appreciating the rewards that playing
bridge has offered me, I am both excited and look
forward to encouraging more young people to learn
and to play bridge’.  We are delighted to welcome
David to EBED and wish him every success in his
new role.

BRIDGE FOR ALL LEARNING LIBRARY
Are you learning to play bridge or thinking of

learning?  The transformation of our Bridge for All
teaching materials is now complete, so why not add
some further reading to your own library. 

The more that you read, the more things you will
know. The more that you learn, the more places you’ll
go.                                                                     Dr Seuss.

With something for everyone, and available direct
from the Bridge Warehouse, please visit
www.ebu.co.uk/bridge-warehouse or call Lisa on
01296 317217.

ON TRACK WITH FAST TRACK
Many clubs around the country are now
successfully running the EBED Fast Track Bridge
courses. Learning takes place over 24 hours, which
can be 'chopped' in different ways – 2 x 2 full days
or 8 x 3 hour sessions. 

The feedback we are getting is very positive with
clubs telling us the courses run so far are full.
Students are following up their learning with gentle
duplicates and supervised play to embed their
learning or joining an already established 1st year
course. Additionally, many clubs are recruiting new
members straight from these courses.  However you
choose to schedule your Fast Track course, it is
apparent that a 'learning path' should be established
specifically for your Fast Track students.   

Ideas to help with this are:

D Assign a group of buddies from your club to each
student intake 

D Schedule supervised play/gentle duplicate
sessions to replace the Fast Track course once
completed

D Run 'follow up' courses focusing on game play
and bidding specifically for your Fast Track
students.

All in all a very positive outcome that we are sure
will continue!

CLUB TEACHER TRAINING
Have you thought about the future of your club?
Would your bridge club benefit from new
members?  Is your club interested in hosting a Club
Teacher Training course?  If you have answered yes
to any of these questions please visit our website
http://www.ebedcio.org.uk/club-teacher-training.

RUFFIAN & ACCOLADE
We are revising our student and teacher magazines
Ruffian and Accolade, which will be arriving in your
inbox soon. If you have bridge stories you are
willing to share which we could  publish then please
email david@ebedcio.org.uk.

THE YOUTH OF TODAY
Watch out for news of EBED’s annual youth event
taking place across the UK during the summer. r 

EBED NEWS
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TWO JUNIOR BRIDGE CAMPS

In early February Surrey CBA held its annualSurrey Schools Cup – an event that has been
running since 1969. With 84 players – 60% up

on last year – the venue was buzzing. Roehampton
Club were hosting for the first time, and with
nothing but positive feedback about the
surroundings and the club’s support, the SSC is
hoping to return next year. Congratulations to:

Cup Westminster School: Oscar Selby & Carlos
Lapuerta, Theo Gillis & Liam Sanderson

Salver Hampton School: Ben Au Yeung & William
Boyce, Henry Ayres & Thomas Bainbridge

MiniBridgeWeydon School: William McLeod &
Henry Burrage

Many people helped – Paul Mendelsohn, author
and FT bridge correspondent introduced it and got
all the pupils laughing and in the right mood;
Giorgio Provenza, England’s national U16 squad
leader, came along and did a bit of talent-spotting;
Richard Banbury of EBED directed all three
competitions.  Tim Warren, Surrey’s Youth Officer
thanked those who run and help out in school
bridge clubs – without their efforts, there wouldn’t
be a competition. 

Wessex Youth Bridge Weekend
7 - 8 April 2018

Cheltenham Ladies’ College & BC

For more info and application forms:
joanmbennett@hotmail.co.uk

All levels – beginners to junior experts.
Come and enjoy a packed weekend of bridge 

entertainment, tuition, coaching & play for young
people from 8-21 years old.

™
Parents can come too!

™

Special rates for non-residents
™

´ Fun competitions, tournaments & prizes ´

Southern Counties Junior Bridge Camp
7 - 8 July 2018
Ardingly College

For more info and application forms contact:
William Bourne: reg@sccba.co.uk, 07876 350650
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SURREY SCHOOLS CUP

The 2018 Inter-University Bridge Festival took place
on Saturday 24th February.

Thirteen university teams took part, but it was the
Warwickshire Juniors (Megan Jones, Imogen La
Chapelle, Andy Cope, and young-at-heart Darren
Evetts) which topped the table. The official winning
university team was UCL C, pictured, (Roy Goh &
Ren Ziyu, Chua Teeyong & Lien Chongyou), with
Imperial A in the runners-up spot, and Warwick A
completing the podium.

The competition was organised by Warwick
University Bridge Club, and supported by
Warwickshire CBA and Coventry & North
Warwickshire and West Midlands Bridge Clubs. A
full, frank and funny report, together with results,
can be found at www.ebu.co.uk/node/3038

INTER-UNIVERSITY BRIDGE FEST

Photos online, page 67

http://www.ebedcio.org.uk/node/234
http://www.ebu.co.uk/node/3038
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Budapest – in winter?!! Nevertheless, accompanying my bridge playing
husband would allow me to reacquaint myself with the city I had loved
living and working in fifty years ago. Hungary in 1968 was under

communist rule and still bore the scars of the failed 1956 uprising. Our hotel,
the Budapest Hilton, didn’t even exist. Would much have changed? Not the
weather, certainly. In February 1968 I reported that it was grey, misty and
dismal. So it mostly was in 2018, although there were a couple of crisp sunny
mornings when a dusting of snow covered the red-tiled roofs opposite the
hotel. Extra warm clothing was essential. The hotel itself was uniquely built
around the ruins of a Dominican Abbey. It was warm and comfortable with
excellent service. The spacious dining room made breakfast a hassle-free affair.
We were situated on Castle Hill on the Buda side of the city. A left turn out of
the front door and round a corner brought us to Buda’s famed Fishermen’s
Bastion from which we could look over the Danube to Pest with the neo-
gothic Parliament building on the river bank and St. Stephen’s Basilica in the
distance. During the day there was a surprising number of tourists wandering
around but at night all was peaceful and the views magical.

Anticipating cold conditions, several of us opted for the guided tours on
offer. Saturday morning’s was an excellent introduction to the city and its
landmarks, including splendid views over Pest from the Citadel on Gellert
Hill. Despite being rained on, we found our guide Tibor’s explanation of
Hungary’s turbulent history as commemorated by the statues in Heroes’
Square most interesting. Sunday morning’s outing was to picturesque
Szentendre, a small town with cobbled streets and many shops, not far from
the city. En route we passed Roman remains but also many gloomy high-rise
blocks dating from the communist era.

Use of all public transport in the city was free for EU citizens over 65 and
no-one demanded proof. To explore further afield we could (and many did)
catch the 16 bus which ran downhill and across the river into Pest. Sadly my
plan to have a nostalgic wander after my companions returned to the bridge
tables didn’t last very long – it was very, very cold.

On Monday we headed to the wine region of Eger. We travelled through the
snowy Hungarian countryside with plains stretching to the distant horizon. In
the city, which had a castle, a cathedral and a minaret, we were treated to an
outdoor tasting of palinka (fruit brandy) – very welcome on a cold morning.
Lunch was at a winery created from an old quarry – excellent food and wines
in a vast circular cavern, invoking thoughts of Arthur’s Round Table. 

We enjoyed sampling the Hungarian cuisine offered by a wide choice of
restaurants. Sausages, pork and fish all well seasoned with paprika featured
heavily. Our final night, for those who wished, had been arranged at Matyas
Pince, a famous Hungarian restaurant in Pest. We had an excellent 4-course
meal including drinks-a-plenty, plus entertainment from a gypsy band and
two folk dancers. 

Some things about Budapest have changed. The buildings are cleaner and
no longer bear bullet holes. The trams run more smoothly and the main
streets have reverted to their pre-communist names which disoriented me
somewhat. Tourist shops proliferate along the now-pedestrianised streets. But,
the old coffee houses still flourish (despite the arrival of Starbucks). Finally
that defining feature: the (not always blue) Danube still flows under
Budapest’s beautiful bridges.                  r 

Overseas Bridge –Budapest             by Valerie Treeby, bridge muggle
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Budapest results on
www.ebu.co.uk/results/668

http://www.ebu.co.uk/results/668
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CROSSWORD NO 13

ACROSS
3. Supplied on certain conditions (8) 
8. Pastes our play but gives it ten (4)
9. Discern the meaning of the cryptic part of Winter’s poem

(6)
10. Man about town? There’s no point in it (10)
12. Never responding to treatment but not able to suffer (5) 
14. What Herefordshire face might be featuring in spring

show? (7) 
16. Guard against losing leads to develop by degrees (7) 
19. Little French dog maybe onto it… (5)
20. … assume it’s using ESP with purpose (10)
21. Calm reflection invested in gene research (6)
22. Person considered unlikely to recover having lost lead to

ace (4)
23. Getting stressed about finals (of course) (8)
DOWN
1. Forgetting one’s lines in kitchen sink work (8, two words)
2. Man with one ace to play — he’s grumbling, as usual (6) 
3. Buyers of racehorses getting right up in front (thereabouts)

(10)
4. So, do our exercises make us smelly? (7)
5. Paragons taking trick in one spade (5)
6. Noel has doubts about such suits (10)
7. Need a guy even get irritable? (4)
11. Trousers flapping, she trips. (8)
13. Papers wrong about one of the players — he’s going to

change things (7) 😀
15. They are, temporally, smiling in song? Hey, put out flags

(6)
17. Finishes with spades in small portions (5)
18. Undo reef knot (4)

Uh oh. The fair weather is coming (we hope)
and the season for losing suitcases will be upon
us. Send me your captions – the more the
merrier.
Congratulations to John Crosher for my

favourite shown under the cartoon. Other close
contenders were June Booty’s Don’t you go trying
that old pancake coup with us! and Evelyn Burt’s
What a tosser! She’s made me reveal my hand!
And Terry Picard’s The bridge muggles didn’t
really give a toss. Send your new entries to
lou@ebu.co.uk by 28th April, or post to Editor,
Raggett House, Bowdens, Langport, TA10 0DD.
Prestat donates a box of its very superior

chocolates as a prize. The brightly coloured
boxes, and the scrumptious contents, are the
epitome of good taste – in all the best ways!

Compiled by MERMAN             Answers online, p71

That’s the trouble with playing kitchen bridge.
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Double Victory for the Juniors 

Junior Camrose & Peggy Bayer     by Kyle Lam

click

link

This year the Junior Camrose and Peggy Bayer
trophies were held in Coventry. It was the
turn of the English Bridge Union to host the

annual competitions fought between the junior
teams from the home nations. In the Junior
Camrose, the U26 competition, a double round
robin was played and England as host nation was
invited to send a second 'EBU' team after the late
addition of a Welsh team to join the Irish, Northern
Irish and Scots. In the Peggy Bayer competition for
players aged under 20, each team would play a triple
round robin and England would face Ireland,
Northern Ireland and Scotland.

England arrived as defending champions and
favourites in both competitions but history tells us
that the results of the Junior Camrose are often
tight and this year was no exception. The England
team started with a narrow loss to the EBU team but
led proceedings going into the final match of the
first round robin against rivals Scotland. In a wild
match where many IMPs were exchanged and
England emerged on the wrong side of a 1630 (I'll
let you ponder over how to concede that one) the
result was a heavy loss to the Scots 1.59VPs –
18.41VPs. 

At the half way mark Scotland were leading by
2.5VPs over the EBU team. The next session saw
England face the EBU and it proved a crucial match:

The EBU team sat East-West. 1® from Stephen
Kennedy was a three-way club showing clubs
natural, a weak NT or a strong hand and Shahzaad
Natt bid 2´ pre-emptively. When this was passed
round to East, Stephen doubled for take-out and
Michael Alishaw elected to pass.

The ®J was lead which was won by dummy with
the ace. Shahzaad played a diamond to the king and
ace and ruffed a diamond. He followed this with the
´A and ruffed a club small, West discarding a
diamond.  He cashed the ´K and played the tJ
which West won with the queen. West returned a
small heart, declarer rose with the king and the
defence’s fate was sealed. West could only take two
further spade tricks and the ™A for 9 tricks, +870 to
England and 12 IMPs when the other room
conceded a quiet 140.

This led to the England team coming out on top
by 21 IMPs. The team won their remaining matches
to hold the trophy. The EBU team came second and
Scotland were third. Congratulations to both teams.
England was represented by Kyle Lam & Toby
Nonnenmacher; Shahzaad Natt & Ben Norton; Alex
Birchall & Yvonne Wiseman; NPC Paul Barden. The
EBU team comprised Michael Alishaw & Stephen
Kennedy; Liam Sanderson & Daniel Winter; Laura
Covill & Siyu Ren; NPC Harry Anoyrkatis.

In the Peggy Bayer the experienced England side
delivered a commanding performance. The team
won all nine matches and finished on 170.55 VPs
out of a possible 180 – well clear of second-placed
Ireland. Congratulations to Kripa Panchagnula &
Harry Madden; Jack Ronayne & Theo Gillis; Sam
Anoyrkatis & Theo Anoyrkatis; NPC Michael Byrne.

For all of you who have admirably made it to the
end of this article, 1630 was the score conceded
when the Scots made 7® doubled. We'll leave it to
the Scottish Bridge Union to write that one up. . . r 

Game All. Dealer East. 
´ A 8
™ K 9 6 5 3 
t 7
® A 9 7 5 3

´ Q 10 9 6 ´ 3
™ A 2 ™ Q J 10 4
t Q 9 6 5 4 3 t K 2 
® J ® K Q 10 6 4 2

´ K J 7 5 4 2
™ 8 7
t A J 10 8
® 8

N
W      E

S

West North East South
Alishaw Norton Kennedy Natt

1® 2´

Pass Pass Dble All Pass
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In 2017, as in 2016, money was made availablefrom EBU funds to provide grants to assist clubs
in acquiring capital items they may not

otherwise have been able to afford.

The scheme was again very popular, with more
requests than could be financed from the available
budget, but it was still possible to assist nine clubs.  

These clubs – in Essex, Somerset, Suffolk,
Nottinghamshire, Worcestershire and Dorset – were
helped to buy dealing machines or electronic
scoring equipment. This new equipment has made

a big difference to the clubs, and the financial
support has been gratefully received – as you can see
from their feedback. 

Their thanks should be extended to the whole
EBU membership, as without your contributions to
the EBU’s funds the Board cannot make available
these grants which help bridge clubs to grow and
thrive.

The ‘grant scheme’ will be repeated in 2018, and
information will be available on the website in
April. Watch out for it if you want to apply!

The funding which the EBU made available
contributed to the purchase of a new dealing machine
for the club. Now we can: easily use boards for
teaching purposes; provide hand commentaries to
benefit inexperienced members; offer a more diverse
events calendar, including Swiss Teams & Swiss Pairs.

As an EBU affiliated club, using the most modern
bridge technology, we act as a magnet for people in
North Worcestershire wishing to take up the game. I
am immensely grateful to the EBU for the financial,
and general, support to our club.

David Halford, Chairman, Bewdley BC

Keyworth was able to take advantage of a generous
grant from the EBU to purchase a new dealing system.
It has enabled our trainers to use prepared hands and
boards to assist in training classes, and allowed
members to analyse their scores against other players
and optimum contracts, hopefully improving their
understandings and performance. We hope that the
whole club of varying abilities will see and enjoy the
benefits that this technology delivers.
David Adams, Deputy Chairman, Keyworth BC

We used the grant to help with the purchase of an
electronic scoring system and a dealing machine
which, as a fairly small club, we’d never have been
able to afford without the EBU’s generous  assistance.
The purchases have helped our little club punch well
above its weight – and our membership has grown
healthily since we installed it.  Many thanks, EBU.
Graham Daniel, Chairman, Kingston Seymour BC

The club had a year of austerity, and we took more
from our reserves, but this still left us needing to buy
five more Bridgemates so we would have sufficient to
cover a good turn out. The EBU grant meant we could
purchase the last five we needed, instead of having to
have another year of austerity and hoping that we had
no more than 10 tables until we could afford to
purchase them. We’re very grateful for the grant.

Elizabeth Knowlson, Treasurer
Stratford St Mary BC

We purchased a dealing machine and are now able to
record the hands on our website and in hardcopy after
every event – many of our members enjoy this and
have used it to analyse and enhance their game. In
May we will organise a ‘Fast Track’ teaching
programme in cooperation with Yeovil and Castle
Cary bridge clubs; the dealing machine will be a great
help in dealing particular hands that we shall need
during this course. This machine has been a valuable
addition to the running of events and we are very
grateful to the EBU for their help.

Barry Blight, Chairman, Sherborne BC

The club had been toying with the idea of shifting
from traditional methods and ‘going digital’. The
grant aid available from the EBU acted as a catalyst
for change within the club and, together with other
forms of funding, including the clubs own resources, it
enabled us to move forward and realise our aim. The
hand dealing and scoring equipment has been
sourced, is fully functional, and the club has now
migrated over to the new way of operating.’
Steve Pedrick, Secretary, Isle of Wedmore BC

CLUBS SUPPORTED BY EBU GRANTS
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CRACKING UP

What a relief it was to open my
February edition of English
Bridge to discover that The
English Bridge Union was not
breaking up as the cover seemed
to imply!                Tina Padbury

FIvE SPADES DOUBLED
May I suggest to David Burn that
the 5´ doubled which he claims
is a make can, in fact, be defeated
by a trump lead (Feb 2018, p44);
or have I missed something?
Acknowledgements to fellow
Kings Lynn club member
Malcolm Smith who first spotted
something amiss.

Michael Whiting
You may have missed that East

has no trump to lead!

THANK YOU TEACHER!
I would like to mention Durham
Bridge Club. I joined the
Beginners Class in September
2016 along with 20 others. We
have been taught by a member of
the club, Jill Hancock and her
husband Roger. We now have an
Improvers Class where 16 of us
play while Jill teaches a new
group. Five of us have progressed
to the Club session where we
have been welcomed by the
members.
Many thanks to Jill, Roger,

David and Don for giving up

your time to help new members
enjoy this wonderful game.

Irene Hancock (no relation of
Jill and Roger!)

ITALIAN LESSONS
Can you please let me know
where I can obtain a list of bridge
terms in Italian?    Dave Thomas

If anyone can help please send
your details to lou@ebu.co.uk
which I can forward to Dave.
Grazie. Ciao!                              Ed

BEARING FRUIT
I was delighted to read in
February's magazine that
numbers of junior players are on
the increase. Can it be that the
coverage you were kind enough
to give to our efforts in Oldbury
to attract the young, in last
April's issue, has inspired other
clubs to try something similar,
and that our seed has borne fruit
across the nation? (I speak
metaphorically, of course).
                                      John Elder 

Oldbury Bridge Club

STRONG OPENING BIDS
I have looked at the changes in
the Blue Book regarding strong
opening bids and read the
explanatory letter from Frances
Hinden – in fact I had to read the
article three times as I could not
believe what I was reading. While
I agree that players should be
discouraged from opening long
single-suited hands with little
outside defence as a strong two, I
am stunned by the examples
quoted in the article.

´KQxxxx ™Q t- ®AKQxxx
is apparently a strong hand but if
the singleton queen is replaced
by a jack it is not. If the hand

opposite is a balanced
yarborough, the spade game is
excellent opposite either hand
and the singleton makes no
difference. How do you expect
players to fully evaluate on that
sort of basis? I would want to
open with a forcing bid on either.

On the same basis Frances
indicates that 

´AQJ1098, ™AQJ1098 t- ®J 
is not good enough for a strong
club opening because it does not
have 16 points or five controls.
Again madness as this will again
make a major suit game opposite
a flat yarborough and how else
do you get partner to respond –
not by opening one spade.
However:

´QJ ™QJxx tQJxx, ®AQJ
is fine for a strong club even
though it looks more like a weak
no-trump to me. I would hate to
be a teacher trying to explain to
newcomers what constitutes a
forcing opening. Please rethink
the guidance, or it will be another
regulation to confuse players and
detract from the game.
On this latter point I recently

played in a Congress where our
opponents apologised as they
were not sure whether a bid was
alertable. It was no problem, but
both are Grand Masters and have
both won the Gold Cup. If
experts are still confused by such
changes during the last few years
then club players will be even
more unsure.                 Bob Pitts

Thanks for your letter.I have
asked for this topic to be discussed
at the next Laws and Ethics
committee meeting. 

Gordon Rainsford, EBU Chief TD

Send your letters to the editor,
Lou Hobhouse, Raggett House, Bowdens, TA10 0DD, or e-mail lou@ebu.co.uk

(please include your postal address)
The editor reserves the right to condense letters. Publication does not mean the
EBU agrees with the views expressed or that the comments are factually correct.

LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR

The EBU members’ magazine – February 2018 – Issue 275

https://view.pagetiger.com/7eryg7gaeygm/bxd780ya78y#page44.html


http://www.ebu.co.uk/bridge-warehouse
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FOUR YOUTH TEAMS NEED YOUR HELP TO COMPETE IN CHINA

Last year there was sheer delight that all four of
our youth teams qualified to play in the
World Youth Championships in China this

August, by achieving great success at the European
Youth Championships. We were the only European
country to achieve such a feat, and our youngsters
are now preparing for world-class bridge with
players from across the world. 

As you can imagine the cost of sending four
teams is very high - and we are asking members of
the EBU to take a vested interest in their success. We
all want more young players and having a strong
youth squad is good publicity - something to be
welcomed. If you feel you could organise a fund-
raising event with your club or county, or could
help with sponsorship, please get in touch.

This campaign has only two rules:

D No contribution is too small. We are grateful for
any effort.

D No hard sell: this is an entirely voluntary affair.

There have been some very exciting and
innovative developments. Sally Brock has acquired
a massive £10,000 donation from Touchlight to help
fund travel and, crucially, training for the U26
Women’s team. 

Touchlight was established on the conviction
that our ever-increasing understanding of DNA
would lead to its emergence as a material of the
future. As such it has developed, patented, scaled

and evidenced a revolutionary enzymatic platform
to enable the new generation of DNA-based
products.

No Fear Bridge have supported the U16s with
free membership to its website for all the squad and
coaches.

There have been generous donations from the
Worshipful Company of Playing Card Makers,
Aylesbury Aces Bridge Club, Clare Bridge Club,
Colchester Bridge School, Weymouth Bridge
Club and from the Country Bridge Associations
of Berks & Bucks, Dorset, Middlesex, Somerset
and Sussex.

Many generous individuals have also been kind
enough to make donations.

Oxfordshire Bridge Association is holding its
Henley Café Bridge in early May which is raising
money for both China and the Chiltern Centre for
Disabled Children.

Perhaps the most original fundraising initiative
has come from bridge player and artist Rui Paes
who has painted Doctor Double. Anyone can help
raise money by buying one of the prints - see
opposite. Please support this great initiative.

THERE’S STILL TIME TO ORGANISE AN EVENT

Here are some ideas that could help you find a way
to make your own contribution.

D Clubs could add a voluntary premium to the
Universal Membership fee. This provides local
communities with the opportunity to contribute
without the need for organising fundraisers. If
every affiliated club added £1 per player to its
table money for one week we would raise around
£39,000 – the job would be almost done. Thank
you Chobham BC who have raised £64 this way.

D Bridge drives, café bridge, charity tournaments,
bridgeathons, an extra county event, bridge &
lunch, supper bridge, play with the club &
county experts, teaching session for regulars.

D Raffles, auctions, sponsored events. 
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I sent a round-robin to all our Members
about our very clever Youth Teams and telling
them that during the week of Monday to
Friday 12 – 16 February, when we are having
our own inter-club Valentine competition, we
will be adding £1 to the table money and
sending the collected extra amount to the
EBU. At our AGM in November, Tim Warren
told our Members about it and there was a near
unanimous response to the collection. Well
done our youngsters – we need them.  Let’s
hope lots of money comes in from the clubs
and also that generous sponsors are found.

Lone Davis, Hon Secretary
Chobham Bridge Club

YES! LET’S DO IT . . . 

Abridge club in a small Suffolk village has hit

on an artistic way to raise money towards

the £60,000 cost of sending England's four

junior teams to the World Youth Championships in

August.

A limited edition print of a mesmerising bridge

scene by Rui Paes, an acclaimed painter, illustrator

and muralist, is being offered for sale with all the

profits going to support the junior teams.

Rui is a member of Stansfield Bridge Club and his

work is represented all over the world (see

www.ruipaes.com). He illustrated the children's

book, 'Lotsa de Casha,' by Madonna which was

published in 40 languages in more than 100

countries and made the Top 10 New York Times

Best Seller List. 

Dr Double captures the drama as a player prepares

to deliver the X card. Rui explains: ‘The dynamic

and rhythm of the composition represent the agility

of mind necessary when negotiating the sometimes

intricate bidding of a bridge hand.

LIMITED EDITION PRINT 
D YOURS FOR £25 D

SUPPORT THE JUNIORS

‘Dr Double is in a tight spot. He has to make a

decision. Behind his back, he pushes out his

favoured double card in an arm-twisting

manoeuvre – a depiction of his train of thoughts

which he quietly shares with the viewer, making you

his accomplice.’

Richard Evans, chairman of Stansfield bridge

club, said, ‘If you google 'bridge art' you get loads of

images of steel structures spanning assorted roads,

waterways and valleys around the globe, but few, if

any, depicting the card game – which makes Dr

Double all the more remarkable.

'In his formative years as a player, Rui gained the

sobriquet Dr Double at Stansfield owing to the

frequency with which he reached for the double

card – and that provided the inspiration for this

painting. Rui came up with the idea of a limited

print edition and when we saw the EBU appeal for

funds to support England's junior teams we

thought this could help.'

The prints are signed by the artist in a limited

edition numbered 1 to 500. If you would like to

order a mounted print, measuring 14½’ x 11’, please

email stansfieldbridgeclub@googlemail.com and

provide your full address. The cost is £25 +£4.80

post and packaging.
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Congratulations to the newly promoted

Premier Grand Masters:
Alan Mould, Manchester
Derek Patterson, Kent

Phil Thornton, Berks & Bucks

Grand Masters:
Tim Green, Surrey

Michael Hancock, Herts
Roger Sweet, Somerset

Degsy Williams,  Lancashire

Landmark Promotions
November 2017 – February 2018

Avon
Regional Master
Alun Thomas
Master
Lindsay Harrison
Paula Keaney
David Powell
Beverly Young

Bedfordshire
Master
David Adams
John Brown

Berks & Bucks
Premier Grand Master
Phil Thornton
Life Master
Evelyn Crossley
Master
Bob Bates
Noel Connolly
Geoff Hall
David Hawkins
John Henderson
Jeannette Macksey
Martin Perry
Martin Rimington
Jerry Rudge
Bill Russell
Jeremy Smith
Geoffrey Taylor
Jake Tredinnick

Cambs & Hunts
Regional Master
Carole Parker
Master
Rosemary Gorman
Trissa Orange

Channel Islands
Life Master
Andy Hall
Master
Susan Hardy
Sadie O'Brien

Cornwall
Regional Master
Steven Clifton

Master
Gill Bacon
Sue Cresswell

Cumbria
Master
Alison Armstrong
Paul Davies
Fran Jacobs
Nancy McLure
Angela Taylor

Derbyshire
Regional Master
Ian Blake
Michael Douglas
Paul Knighton

Master
Mike Ball
Pauline Davies
Roy Fey
Ellis Hayward
Trevor Hepburn
George Smith
Robert Thomas

Devon
Regional Master
Theo Anoyrkatis
Jean Harrison
Master
Paul Dickens
Martin Jones
Morag MacBean
Alan Quinsey
Tony Rusbridge
Maureen Smith
Gillian White

Direct Overseas
Master
Donal McClement

Direct
Master
Jane Carnegie
Roy Maitland
John Marks
Shirley Newman
David Stevens

Dorset
Master
James FitzHarris
Alan Gristwood
Matt Lufti

Essex
Life Master
Jacek Lapszys
Lionel Thacker
Master
Raymond Connew
Henry Doze
Wallace Friede
Carol Gedda
Alison Godfrey
Raymond Godfrey
Graham Meldrum
Sue Sayer
Colin Scott
Norman Smith
Raymond Webb
David Wolfe

Gloucestershire
Master
JAndrew Bull
Roderic Gass
James Hastie
Moya Jackson
Toni Jones
Marie King
Penny Stanbury

Hants and I.O.W.
Life Master
Elaine Ewins
Ron Ewins
Regional Master
Leigh Harding
Master
David Beckingham
Philippa Berry
David Butler
Ruth Carter
Jason Frost
Neil Goulding
Charmaine Hoey
Colin Lyne
Joe Pemberton
Helen Scott-Cowell
Daphne Thorpe
Molly Winkless

Herefordshire
Master
David Crocker
Ian Nicol
Lorna Nicol
Jane Russell
Sarah-Jane Squire
Keith Stait

Hertfordshire
Grand Master
Michael Hancock

Master
Pat Biggs
Jim Blair
Eric Bonney
Christine Brock
Liz Burns
Ken Flavell
Steve Langridge
Ann Mayo
Diane Parker
John Parker
Stephanie Rabinowitz
Oliver Tiemann
Geoff Vowles
Kent
Premier Grand Master
Derek Patterson
Master
Eric Gager
Judy Green
Ken Hancock
Howard Jennings
Lorna Kerr
Jill Lamerton
Duncan Lawrence
Jeff Lock
Jim Paxton
Clive Pemberton
David Stern
Peter Webster

Lancashire
Grand Master
Degsy Williams
Life Master
Brian Ripley
Regional Master
Brian Perry
Master
Alyson Brailsford
Susan Brocklehurst
Leslie Cohen
Sheila Gillan
Kris Hallergard
Kevan Howorth
Neil Jones
Faith Mounsey
David Parrington
Ron Riley
Nicholas Sinclair
Arthur Southwood
George Warcup
John Whitley

Leicestershire
Master
Joy Hobbs
Praful Patel
Susan Perrett

Lincolnshire
Regional Master
Kiat Huang
Master
Lisa Dichmont
Sally Hippisley

Katy Lishman
Janet Sharman
Michael Stafford
Mark Wain

London
Life Master
John Pemberton
Regional Master
Eric van Duffelen
Stefano Tommasini
Master
Keith Lai
Eiko Michalski
Philip Shine
Penny Sloman
Paul Weston

Manchester
Premier Grand Master
Alan Mould
Regional Master
Haidee Tattersall
Gillian Whyte
Master
Bernard Hart
Stephen Hunter
F Morris
Anne Rees

Merseyside &
Cheshire
Master
Clare Blake
Les Glasman
David Heilbron
Keith Izzard
Fred Rowan
Ronnie Thomson
David Webber

Middlesex
Regional Master
Peter Tischler
Master
Caroline Butt
Kalpana Doshi
Anup Mehta
Alan Phillips
Anne Phillips
Hasan Said
Neeraj Tanna

Norfolk
Regional Master
Graham Hardman
Master
George Caracatsanis
Peter Forder
Vicky Forder
David Gill
Pete Hardy
Robin Martin
Ken Munro
Jackie Nickels
Michael Savage
Gary Seaman
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North East
Regional Master
Peter Marshall
Ken Spragg
Master
Charles Ainslie
Sheila Brown
Bernard King
Jane Marshall
Heather McCarthy
John Phillipson
Rosemary Wallace
Sheina Weston

Northamptonshire
Master
Mel Brice
Jenny Day
Pat McIndoe
Sally West
Jean White

Nottinghamshire
Regional Master
Philip Meats
Master
Paul Sweet

Oxford
Life Master
Carol Benzie
Regional Master
Julie Anderson
Pat Lewis
Matthew Wilkinson
Master
Mavis Burley
John Chalfont
Virginia Crouch
Steve Davis
Hannelore Ely

Gill Goodchild
Marjorie Hoek
Doreen Levy
Stephen Marshall
Viatcheslav Peternev
Graham Rayner
Anthea Robinson
Henry Rose
Pauline Shelton
Rupert Timpson
John Turner
Dorothy Whittington

Somerset
Grand Master
Roger Sweet
Regional Master
Michael Wigmore
Master
Margaret Adams
David Auld
Helen Batt
Linda Jenkins
Dorin Nasturas
Ray Nicholson
Paul St Quintin
Colin Rymill

Staffs & Shrops
Master
Elizabeth Clarke
John Higgs
Robert Hunt
Tony Larkin
Roger Picton
Margaret Pritchard
John Weston
Susan Weston

Suffolk
Regional Master
Christine Cooke

Chris Wells
Frank Wells
Addita Woods
Lincoln Yan

Wiltshire
Life Master
Elaine Taylor
Regional Master
Stuart Bridge
James Green
David Jacklin
Master
Joyce Brewin
Peter Glasson
Fred Hart
Andrew Marriott
Sue Phillips
Mark Sheppard
David Thurman
Paul Winstone

Yorkshire
Life Master
Fiona Brown
Master
Pat Brockway
John Cartwright
Judith Cope
Joan Couttie
Simon Dobson
John Footman
David Friis
Anne Gresswell
David Guild
Steven Hirst
Jennifer Logan
Oliver Paynter
Susan Rolstone
Michael Swain

Regional Master
Will Adler
William Bourne
Michael Campbell
Master
Mike Armstrong
OCK Boydell
Roger Brindley
William Buss
Peter Clayton
Alan Clifford
Chris Constable
Bill Edghill
L Edwards
Nancy Free
Roger Geach
Frederick Spires
Jeff Taylor
Rosemary Tuddenham
Jane Warne
Christine Young

Warwickshire
Regional Master
Christopher Malthouse
Master
Tony Adams
Lis Antrobus
Melanie Boynton
David Brotheridge
Christine Dyer
Michael Edwards
Margot Everett
Jan Goddard
Jean Jeffree
Headley Moses
Tony Roff
Angela Sandison
Zella Storey
Chris Sutcliffe

Elizabeth Tora
Master
Mark Dixon
Mike Gargano
Mike Hope
John Jeffries
Susan Nisbett
Pamela Pope

Surrey
Grand Master
Tim Green
Life Master
Michael Lunn
Regional Master
Graham Morris
Master
Athar Akram
Ken Bradbourn
Derek Cash
Val Down
Neil Everingham
Lynne Grant
Ian Hamilton
Ian Lecky
Jack Matuszak
Charlotte McCue
Soheila Munro
Michael Paine
Adam Parker
Leslie Phillips
Angela Shaw-Hamilton
Paul Skinner
Ron Stevens
Elaine Trout
John Vernon
Diana Wilson

Sussex
Life Master
Peter Griffin

Isle of Man                             www.manxbridgeunion.org
Jersey                                     www.bridgewebs.com/cicba
Kent                                                     www.kcba.org.uk
Lancashire                              www.bridgewebs.com/lancs
Leicestershire            www.bridgewebs.com/leicestershire/
Lincolnshire                                www.lincsbridge.org.uk
London                                       www.metrobridge.co.uk
Manchester                       www.manchesterbridge.org.uk
Merseyside/Cheshire                           www.mcba.org.uk
Middlesex                              www.middlesexbridge.co.uk
Norfolk                             www.bridgewebs.com/norfolk/
North East                                             www.neba.co.uk
Northamptonshire          www.bridgewebs.com/northants/
Nottinghamshire     www.bridgewebs.com/nottinghamshire
Oxfordshire                         www.oxfordshirebridge.co.uk
Somerset                         www.bridgewebs.com/somerset
Staffs & Shrops                     www.staffsandshrops.org.uk
Suffolk                                       www.suffolkbridge.co.uk
Surrey                                www.bridgewebs.com/surrey
Sussex                                                   www.sccba.co.uk
Warwickshire                    www.warwickshirebridge.co.uk
Westmorland              www.bridgewebs.com/westmorland
Wiltshire                                                www.wcba.co.uk
Worcestershire         www.bridgewebs.com/worcestershire
Yorkshire                                          www.ycba.co.uk/

COUNTY NEWS
Please check your county website regularly for
up-to-date news and results.

COUNTY WEBSITES

Avon                                           www.avoncba.org.uk
Bedfordshire                              www.bedsbridge.co.uk
Berks & Bucks                    www.bridgewebs.com/bbcba
Cambs & Hunts                          www.cambsbridge.org
Channel Islands                      www.bridgewebs.com/cicba
Cornwall                          www.bridgewebs.com/cornwall
Cumbria                           www.bridgewebs.com/cumbria/
Derbyshire                      www.bridgewebs.com/derbyshire
Devon                                        www.devonbridge.co.uk
Dorset                                  www.bridgewebs.com/dorset
Essex                                            www.essexbridge.co.uk
Gloucestershire                                     www.gcba.org.uk
Guernsey                   www.bridgewebs.com/cicbaguernsey
Hants & Isle of Wight         www.bridgewebs.com/hiwcba/
Herefordshire                    www.herefordshirebridge.co.uk
Hertfordshire                                www.hertsbridge.co.uk

click

link
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W N E S           
1´ 2NT1 Pass      

?

1 Both minors, weak or strong

3t. A bid from partner showing both minors is not
what you wanted to see. While you could pass 2NT
or even consider raising to 3NT, the lead will be
coming through your hand and you would warn the
opponents off competing. Settle for the simple
preference.

W N E S           
2NT1 Pass      

3t2 Pass 3™ Pass
?

1 20-22, 2 Transfer

4NT. With no suit agreed and partner having
shown a balanced hand, this jump should be an
invitation rather then Blackwood. The partnership
has in the range of 31-33 points. With a decent five-
card suit, slam chances are quite good. Partner can
pass or, if bidding on, choose between hearts and no
trumps.

W N E S           
1t 2®        

?

2t. When in doubt support partner. You would
need a better hand than this to make a negative
double in an attempt to bring the spade suit into
play. By raising you make it easy for partner to judge
whether to compete further.  

W N E S         
Pass     

Pass 1™ Dble 2™

?

2´. Partner's take-out double asks you to bid. Since
the suit partner is most likely to have is the unbid
major and since you can compete in spades at the
two level, you should bid spades even though the
club suit is longer.  

W N E S         
1® Pass 1™ Pass     
1NT1 Pass 2NT Pass
?
1 15-17

3NT. With 16 points you are in the middle of the
15-17 range. The five-card suit is positive feature
and should encourage you to go for game even at
matchpoint pairs, which does not particularly
reward bidding thin games.

W N E S         
1NT Pass

?

2®. You can use Stayman on a weak hand so long as
you have a plan for any of the three replies that
partner can make. Here you intend to pass
anything. You will almost certainly be improving
the contract.        r

Answers to Questions on Page 12

Club Bidding Quiz                  by Julian Pottage

click

link

Hand 1
´ K 9 7 6 2
™ A Q 8 5 3
t A 8
® Q

Hand 2
´ 9 3
™ K 10 9 6 3
t K 6 4
® A J 5

Hand 3
´ 9 5 4 3
™ 8 3
t Q 10 8 6
® K 10 7

Hand 4
´ 7 5 4 2
™ A Q 2
t 10
® J 10 9 7 3

Hand 5
´ A J 8
™ 10 8
t A 7 4 
® A K 8 5 4

Hand 6
´ Q 10 6 4
™ 7 6 2
t K 8 7 6 5
® 3

http://www.ebu.co.uk/biographies/julian-pottage


http://www.firstforbridge.co.uk


http://www.bridgeoverseas.com
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One of the most prestigious annual Pairs
events in the Bridge Club Live calendar is
the Timber Trophy, the world’s only

Double Elimination Knock-out Pairs. It is run on
exactly the same basis as the EBU Spring
Foursomes, with pairs not being eliminated until
they have lost two matches.

Some 48 pairs entered, 16 were seeded according
to our grading scheme (upon which the NGS was
modelled) and after winning a triangle and three
further matches, two pairs remained in the
Undefeated Pool, Ed Scerri (Bucks) with Gilly
Cardiff (London) and Andy Fenn (Herts) with
Corneliu Rimboiu (London). Ed and Gilly won this
match and had a bye through to their semi-final,
which they won, while Andy and Corneliu won
their quarter final and semi-final, so the two pairs
met again in the Grand Final!

This took place on a recent Saturday afternoon
with scores of spectators. As Ed and Gilly remained
undefeated, they could play a further four boards if
they were behind after 24, but they were well ahead
after 23 boards when the following appeared on our
screens:

storming campaign. The bidding continued with
2t from South, 2´ from North, 3® from South and
4® from North, but then something very
unexpected happened. Corneliu, in the East seat,
doubled the 4® bid!

There were gasps from the spectators. ‘What is
this?’ some cried! As South redoubled, I commented
in reply, ‘It’s a Stripe Tailed Ape Double’, wondering
if it actually would be cheaper than letting a Grand
Slam make. The redouble was left in and the play
went faster than I could work out the score for 4®
Redoubled, +3, vulnerable.

+2120 was the number that appeared on the
screen. Yes!! It was indeed cheaper than the 2220 for
letting 7NT make! Cheers for Corneliu’s double and
a princely score of 23.08%, somewhat better than
5.77% if they had defended 7NT! We English sure
love an under-dog!

But well done Ed and Gilly for playing excellent
bridge throughout and retaining this coveted title.

Do come and join us in Bridge Club Live, the only
online bridge club based in the UK and with real
players!                r

Corneliu’s Stripe Tail

Bridge Club Live                     by Barrie Partridge

click

link

Game All. Dealer North. 
´ K Q 10 9 8
™ 4 
t 10 5
® K Q J 9 7

´ 5 4 2 ´ J 6
™ K J 10 9 5 3 ™ 8 7 6 2
t 4 3 t Q 8 7 2 
® 6 4 ® 10 5 3

´ A 7 3
™ A Q
t A K J 9 6
® A 8 2

N
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Bridge Club Live, the only UK based
online bridge club, offers

D Fast, fun and friendly bridge in a format that
suits you.

D Drop-in Drop-out Match Point Pairs and social
games

D Individual, Improvers and IMP Pairs
Tournaments, and Teams events

D Full bidding and play records of every deal
played.

D System cards for new and regular 
partnerships

D Discussion forums and members’ reunions

D EBU Master Points

Come and join us at Bridge Club Live

Ed was North and dealer and, at Game All,

opened 1´. With 22 HCP opposite an opening bid,

the spectators were fully expecting Gilly to sail into

a Grand Slam, probably 7NT, a fitting end to a

http://www.ebu.co.uk/biographies/barrie-partridge
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Love All. Dealer North. 
´ J 2
™ A 2 
t A J 8 7 5
® 9 6 3 2

´ K 10 9 7 4 3 ´ Q 8 6 5
™ Q 4 ™ 9 7
t 3 t K 10 9 6 4 
® Q J 8 5 ® K 10

´ A
™ K J 10 8 6 5 3
t Q 2
® A 7 4

N
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Love All. Dealer
North. Matchpoints.
        ´  J 2
        ™  A 2
        t  A J 8 7 5
        ®  9 6 3 2
            
            
            

    ´  A
        ™  K J 10 8 6 5 3
        t  Q 2
        ®  A 7 4 

Each Funbridge Series Tournament lasts two
weeks and, as the ending approaches,
everyone is fighting to either stay in their

division or move up to the next one. The Series
Tournament is the perfect way to be compared to
players of a similar skill level to yours, as well as to
monitor your progress. There are 12 different series,
from series 11 to the star series, and at the end of
each fortnight, the best ranked players move up
while the lowest ranked ones move down. 

Here is a board from the Elite series of early
January:

West led the t3 and the first card declarer calls
for will decide everything. Take a moment to think
about what you would do and why.

The lead is clearly a singleton; East is known from
the bidding to hold at the very least four diamonds
and the lead of the three can’t be from a doubleton
as declarer holds the two. Nevertheless, playing a
small diamond at trick one is the correct play.

If declarer elects to play the diamond ace, he will
end up losing two clubs, one diamond and maybe
one heart, for 9 or 10 tricks. While playing a small
diamond at trick two will result in two immediate
losers in the suit (tK and a ruff), it will create two
winners (tA and tJ) that will allow declarer to get
rid of the two club losers in the very likely scenario
that West doesn’t have all four trumps. Here were all
four hands:

Face the Elites

Funbridge Competitions               by Christophe Grosset

N
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After two passes, South opens 1™ with 14 points
and a nice 7-card suit. Some would argue that
opening the bidding 4™ has a lot of merits, as it is
the contract that South will want to play most of the
time and it makes life much harder for E-W to find
a potential 4´ contract or to bid a suit to help each
other find the best lead. Opening 1™ primarily
allows N-S to stop below game if partner has a weak
hand or no fit.

After the expected 1´ bid by West, North
doubled, East made a fit jump bid of 3t over which
South bid 4™ and was happy for it to stand.

Playing low from dummy at trick one would
result in 11 tricks for a score of 70% while playing
the tA and making 10 tricks only 30%.

Feel like you can compete with the Elite series?
Funbridge gives you the opportunity to be
compared to the elite players without anyone seeing
your results using the ‘Face the Elites’ practice
mode. You will be compared to all the star players
from the last fortnight. You can also use it to
improve your bridge as you can review how they
played each board.            r 

         West        North     East       South
                         Pass         Pass        1™

         1´            Dble        3t1        4™

         All Pass
1 fit jump showing diamonds
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SURREY SCHOOLS CUP

SSC Cup winners from Westminster School: Oscar
Selby & Carlos Lapuerta, Theo Gillis & Liam Sanderson

SSC Salver winners from Hampton School: Ben
Au Yeung & William Boyce, Henry Ayres &
Thomas Bainbridge

MiniBridge winners from Weydon School:
William McLeod & Henry Burrage

More details on p51 and you can see the
Surrey Schools Honours Board at
https://tinyurl.com/y88hytg8

If you're a school in or close to Surrey,
would you like to join us next year?  Please
contact Tim Warren: timjgWarren@gmail.com

https://tinyurl.com/y88hytg8
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Bowyer’s Suit Combination Challenge from p10

Just one hand this time. How would you play3NT on this deal? You open 1NT and partner
raises you to game. West leads the ´J.

ANSWER

          ´  Q 3
          ™  A K Q
          t  9 7 6 3
         ®  K 10 5 2
              
              
              
          

          ´  A 4
          ™  J 7 3
          t  A 5 4 2
         ®  A J 8 3

N
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South plays in 3NT
West leads ´J

Preliminary Analysis:

The mutual spade shortage is disconcerting – all
will be easy if West has led from ´K J 10 x, though.
You call for dummy’s ´Q but East covers with the
king. Disappointing but not surprising. 

Having taken the ´A (at trick one or two, it makes
little difference) you have to bring in the clubs for
four tricks. 

Which way should you play the suit? Whom
should you play for the ®Q and why?

You should play East for the ®Q, giving yourself a
small extra chance by cashing the ®K first. This
way you pick up four clubs whenever East has the
queen and also if West has the singleton queen.

Playing West for the ®Q reduces your chances
significantly as you’d need a 3-2 club split. If West
started with ®Q 9 x x then he’d have a natural
trick in the suit and you couldn’t make four clubs.
If East has four clubs, though, you can pick them
up.

So, you should cash the ®K first (just in case) and
then lead the ®10, intending to run it. If that wins
you’d be home and dry, able to take a second club
finesse if necessary. If East covers with the queen
then you can still pick up his remaining ®9 x in
the event of a 4-1 split. 

If West has the ®Q be prepared to be swamped by a
tsunami of spades!

This is the distribution you are catering for:

´ Q 3
™ A K Q
t 9 7 6 3
® K 10 5 2

´ J 10 9 8 5 ´ K 7 6 2
™ 9 4 2 ™ 10 8 6 5
t K Q 10 8 t J
® 7 ® Q 9 6 4

´ A 4
™ J 7 3
t A 5 4 2
® A J 8 3

N
W      E

S
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David Gold’s quiz from page 30

West hands East hands

1. South opens 2™

´ K 8 3 2
™ A Q 2
t A 3
® K J 7 4

2. North opens 2´

´ 4 3
™ Q 10
t A Q J 8 7 4
® K Q 4

3. South opens 2™

´ K J 5 4
™ A J 2
t K Q 3
® Q 5 4

4. West deals & passes.

North bids 2™

´ 5 4
™ 2
t Q 8 7 5 4
® A Q 8 3 2

5. South opens 2´

´ A J 4
™ K Q 4 3
t K 10 9 3
® K 2

6. North opens 2™

´ A K 3 2
™ 2
t A Q 7 6 5
® 7 6 5

1. South opens 2™

´ A Q 7 5 4
™ 3
t 8 6 5 4
® 10 8 3

2. North opens 2´

´ K Q 2
™ K J 3
t K 2
® A 8 7 3 2

3. South opens 2™

´ A Q 6 3
™ 3
t J 10 8 7
® K 10 3 2

4. West deals & passes.

North bids 2™

´ A K 2
™ A 4 3
t K 2
® K 10 7 6 5

5. South opens 2´

´ 2
™ 7 6
t 8 7 5
® Q J 8 7 6 4 2

6. North opens 2™

´ Q 7 4
™ A 10 3
t K J 9 8
® A K 3

Practise these hands with your partner and see if you get the answers right!

ANSWERS

1. South opens 2™

                 West            East
                 2NT             3t1

                 3™2              4™3

                 4´                Pass
1 spades, 2 super-accept, 
3 re-transfer to spades

2. North opens 2´

                 West            East
                                     2NT
                 3®1              3t2

                 3NT3                       Pass
1 requests 3t, 2 forced, 3 mild

slam try in diamonds

3. South opens 2™

                 West            East
                 2NT             3®

                 3t               3™1

                 3´                4´
1 Cue-bid = Stayman

4. West deals & passes. North bids 2™

                 West            East
                                     2NT
                 3™1                           4®

                 4™2              4NT3

                 5®4               6®
1 minors, 2 tend to show a major

suit shortage here. This is aggres-
sive but justifiable as limited by the
opening pass, 3 RKCB, 4 one key-
card.

5. South opens 2´

                 West            East
                 2NT             3´1

                 4®2              Pass
1 6+ clubs, assumed to be game

try, but could be weak. 2 not
suitable for 3NT. 

6. North opens 2™

                 West            East
                                    2NT
                 3®               3t
                 3´1               4t2

                 4™3              4NT4

                 5´5               5NT6

                 6t7

1 Game-forcing, 4´ & 5+t,
good hand. 2 good support and
great controls, 3 cuebid, 4 RKCB,,
5two key-cards + Q of trumps, 6 just
in case, 7 not risking going past 6t
when the bidding has gone so
well.
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ANSWERS

Rosen’s quiz on minor suit transfers from page 22

Hand 7

´ K J 9 5
™ A 3
t Q 4 3 2
® A 8 7

Hand 8

´ Q 7 5
™ A J 8
t A 7 4 2
® K 3 2

Partner opens 1NT. What is your plan with the
following hands?

You are West. Make the next bid in the following
auctions with the hands below

Partner opens 1NT. What do you respond?

Hand 1 2NT. Despite holding four hearts, the
percentage action is to simply transfer to
diamonds (bid 2NT). Remember if you do use
Stayman instead, then if partner bids 2´ you will
be stuck, since 3t would now be forcing to game.

Hand 2 2®. The same shape as 1 but much
stronger. Here you can bid Stayman first, then if
partner bids 2™ you bid 4™. If partner bids either
2t or 2´ you have a choice of bashing 3NT or
bidding a forcing 3t. A good hand to check with
your regular partner!

Hand 3 2®. Full value for a raise to 2NT.
Remember that bidding 2NT directly shows
diamonds, so despite holding no 4-card major the
correct action with this hand is to employ ‘non-
promissory Stayman’ to be followed by 2NT
whatever opener bids.

Hand 4 Pass. Despite holding 11 HCPs I strongly
recommend pass. You really need a good 11 to
move over 1NT. Very rarely – if ever – does a
4∙3∙3∙3 shape qualify. If 4∙4∙3∙2 then most times
you can bid provided you have a 4-card major.
4∙4∙3∙2 without a major should usually pass 1NT
unless exceptionally well stocked with
intermediate cards.

Hand 5 3® Worth a slam try rather than using
transfers.

Hand 6 2´. To be followed by 3´ (shortage). The
alternative action is to just bid 3NT and hope for
the best, rather than an ill-chosen 3® bid which
will often lead partner to take you beyond the
3NT contract which you really want to play in.

Hand 7 3NT. Partner has advertised spade
shortage, you are quite comfortable with your
spade holding.

Hand 8 4®. Qxx facing a spade shortage needs
both the ´A and ´K in one hand, a one in four
chance so does not represent acceptable odds.

Hand 9  4t.With a terrific fit for diamonds and no
wasted heart values this seems to be the moment
to push on to 4t. These higher level decisions are
always guesswork to be brutally honest.  Cont/. . . 

Hand 1 Hand 2
´ 4 3 ´ A 7 
™ Q 7 6 3 ™ K Q 6 4
t K J 10 8 3 2 t K J 10 7 6 4
® 4 ® 5

Hand 3
´ 8 7 6
™ K J 8
t Q J 8 2
® A J 8

Hand 4 Hand 5
´ 7 4 3 ´ 9 
™ K J 6 ™ K 5
t Q J 3 2 t A 9 8
® A 7 4 ® A K Q 7 6 5 2

Hand 6
´ 7
™ K 3 2
t A 7 6 
® A J 10 4 3 2

            West                East
            1NT                 2´

            3®                   3´

            ?                      

Hand 9

´ A 5
™ 7 6 3
t K Q 4 2
® A 8 7 4

Hand 11

´ 5
™ 7 6
t K J 8 4 2
® Q 10 8 7 4

Hand 10

´ A 8 6 2
™ A Q 10 6
t 4 2
® K 3 2

        West          North       East          South
        1NT           Pass          2NT          3™

        ?
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Hand 10 Double. Well why not? Probably going to
go down – if partner has a really terrible hand
they might retreat to 4t I suppose…

Hand 11 2NT. A little quirk to finish with – a rare
example of when it is right to transfer to the 3-
level holding only a 5-card suit. The reason is that
we actually have both minors here. If we start
with 2NT partner will bid 3t with a fit and all
will be well. But with no fit they will bid 3®
which we can pass with alacrity! This will often be
a terrific contract – another reason to play the
first step as no fit which I advocated earlier. r 

Yorkshire Contract Bridge Association on behalf
of the EBU. The Smith team were undefeated in
their first six matches of the Swiss Teams, but a
defeat in the final match to the second-placed
team of Tom Dessain, Tugrul Kaban, Mark Hill &
Giles Ip resulted in a victory of just 3 VPs. Bernard
Goldenfield, Rhona Goldenfield, Alan Nelson &
Kath Nelson were third.

HARROGATE CONGRESS

Jeff Smith, Jackie
Pye, Alan Mould
& John Holland
won the main
Swiss Teams
competition at
the Harrogate
Congress, run by

the eventual second-placed pair of Steve Raine &
Ankush Khandelwal who moved from 18th at the
start of the final session in to the runners-up
position. Stefano Tommasini & Kiril Delev were
third.

In the Swiss
Pairs, Derek Oram

& Celia Oram
enjoyed three large
wins in the final

session to move up
the table to the top

spot. Their rise
was not as big as 

The Open Pairs was
won emphatically by
Nick Woolven & Alan
Jarvis, finishing 5%
ahead of Henry Rose &
James Thrower in
second place. 

The Improvers Pairs
was won by Lindsey
Wharmby & Caroline
Moseley. Sheila Furness
& Carol Keighley were
second.

The winners of the
Mixed Pairs were
John Atthey &

Claire Robinson,
with David Turner
& Jill Rushton in
second place.

Answers to crossword on page 53

E

U

OS

1

8 9

10

14 15

17

19

21 22

23

20

18

16

12 13

11

2 3 4 5 6 7
D M P R O V I D E D

R O U X D E C O D E

Y A R B O R O U G H

I N C R S N B Y I

N A H C O W S L I P

G R A D U A L E R S

U F S O S P E T I T

P R E S U P P O S E

E R E N E N R

D E S S E R T S S S

http://www.ebu.co.uk/node/3031
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The thrill of the overcall                        by Sandra Landy

BLAST FROM THE PAST – From June 2003

Bridge gets much more exciting when all four
players join in the auction. Just because the
opponents make the first call it can still be

your hand – you might even make a game or slam.
But bidding is not only about making contracts. It is
also about getting the best score possible for your
side.

Suppose your opponents can make 2™, you score
-110. You can beat that score by playing in 2´ and
going one down, blowing -50 when not vulnerable
or -100 if vulnerable. Your best score is a minus, but
it’s a smaller minus than letting the opponents
make a contract. More exciting still is if opponents
can make 4™ for -420 and you play in 4´ going one
down for -50. Your little minus is an amazingly
good score. That is how bridge events are won.

Even if you overcall and are then outbid by the
opponents, your overcall may help partner find the
best lead. Holding 4™ to 10 tricks for -420 is better
than letting them make an overtrick and scoring -
450.

Look at this hand where your right hand
opponent opens 1®:

With a nine HCP hand and
five good spades you would
not dream of opening the
bidding, but it is correct to
overcall 1´. Bridge is a battle.
Your opponents may have

struck the first blow, but you need not give in
tamely. If you can overcall 1´, left hand opponent
cannot respond 1t or 1™. If opponents win the
contract, partner will lead a spade and set up
winners for your side. Look at the full deal opposite.

When West bid 1´, North could bid 2™ with a 6-
card suit. Holding four spades, East thought if
partner could bid 1´, he was worth 3´. South raised
to 4™, but when 4´ came back to him, it wasn’t at
all clear who could make what contract. 
N-S passed the hand out, which was a great deal
better than bidding 5™ and going one down.

Love All. Dealer South.
                           ´  6 5
                           ™  A K Q 10 8 5
                           t 10 2
                           ® 10 9 4
     ´   K Q J 10 9                      ´  A 8 7 3
     ™   4 2                                  ™  7
     t  8 7 6 5                            t  Q J 9 4 3
 ®  K 6                                 ®  8 3 2

                           ´  4 2
                           ™  J 9 6 3
                           t A K
                           ® A Q J 7 5

´ K Q J 10 9
™ 4 2
t 8 7 6 5
® K 6

N
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          West     North        East        South
                                                       1®

          1´         2™             3´           4™

          4´         All Pass                     

In fact, the best N-S could do was to penalty
double 4´ and collect +100 instead of +50 – no big
deal when every other N-S was making +420. It is a
wonderful result for E-W and all because West said
1´.

The agreements with partner for when a simple
overcall can be made are:

D A one level overcall can be as few as 8 HCP, but
with a poor hand the suit will be good, since the
main aim when overcalling on weaker hands is to
get the best lead if you defend;

D A one level overcall shows a 5+-card suit. The
suit should have at least two good honours. A
two level overcall shows a better suit, either 6+-
cards or three good honours in a 5-card suit and
10+ HCP as it is a level higher;

D A simple overcall can be made on strong hands
up to 19 HCP, when no other bid seems better.
Hands over 19 HCP, and many hands of 16+,
start with a double;

D You don’t have to bid just because you don’t like
partner’s suit. An overcall may have fewer points,



THE next hand came up during a lunch hour at
RAF Marham, Norfolk, in 1969. Adrian Underwood
learned bridge as a small child in India where he was
born. He stopped playing when the family returned
to England in 1952 but took it up again during his
service career with 214 Squadron at Marham.

‘During the time not spent working on aircraft
we used to relax playing rubber bridge at a penny a
point, one shilling a game. My service concluded in
1977 and once back in civilian life I no longer had
the time for bridge.

‘Now, having taken up competitive bridge within
the EBU and become an avid reader of English
Bridge, I thought I might share this deal where I was
West. It came up after several hands, between each
of which the cards were riffle shuffled several times.

BRIAN Dyde, from Bristol, recalls the biggest
penalty he has ever scored. Playing last year in the
Seniors Knockout Teams, a new event which he
reckons is for players of such an advanced age that
the EBU offers the winners funeral expenses as an
alternative to vouchers (!), his partner opened 1NT
and the next hand bid 2NT, alerted as a big two-
suiter in the minors. Brian held this hand. ‘I bid

4NT for aces, the next hand
passed and partner bid 5t,
showing one or four. This was
doubled and I reluctantly bid
5™, only to be overcalled 6t.

‘My partner checked his
wrist watch for the date, decided that it read
December 25 and not December 18, and doubled.
East thought about it for a while, then passed and
partner led tK.’ The full deal was:
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´ K Q J x x
™ A K Q 10 x x
t x
® x

                           ´  A x
                           ™  x x x
                           t K Q J 10
                           ® Q J x x
     ´   x x x x x                         ´  x
     ™   x x                                  ™  x x
     t  x x x x                            t  A x x x
 ®  x x                                  ®  A K x x x x

                           ´  K Q J x x
                           ™  A K Q 10 x x
                           t x
                           ® x
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but it shows a better suit. So just pass with not
much and no liking for the suit.

D You can give a raise with only 3-card support
since partner has shown at least five. Value your
hand as you would had partner opened the suit.

D With 4-card support you will often raise a major
to the three level and with 5-card support to the
four level. The more distribution you have, the
more you bid. But watch the vulnerability. Going

down vulnerable can be expensive, particularly if
the opponents make a penalty double.

D If you have a good long suit of your own and
high card values, then bid it. If you can’t support
partner, maybe partner can support you.

D Since partner can be a king less than an opening
bid, you should have that bit extra to bid no
trumps and you need a good stopper in the suit
opened.               r 

HANDS THAT HAVE AMAZED AND AMUSED – JUNE 2003

‘Declarer took the tA and played a spade to my
partner’s ace. The tQ, tJ, t10 were promptly
cashed, followed by a heart to me for the rest of the
tricks. It was 2,900 to us. No wonder partner
thought Christmas had come early!’ 

Love All.

                           ´  A K Q J 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2
                           ™  –
                           t –
                           ® –
     ´   –                                     ´  –
     ™   Q 6 5 3                           ™  A K J 2
     t  8 4 3 2                           t  A K Q J
 ®  10 9 6 5 3                      ®  A K Q J 4

                           ´  –
                           ™  10 9 8 7 4
                           t 10 9 7 6 4
                           ® 8 7 2
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Love All.

After passes by South and West, North opened
7´. This marked North with the full suit, so East bid
7NT. South had no lead and after trying the ™10
East faced his cards and claimed his tricks. Sitting
West I wondered what the odds of this layout
happening in a lifetime.




